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Abstract 
Unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) are regarded as excellent platforms for per-
forming tasks to mention but not limited to wide regional surveillance, envi-
ronmental monitoring, ground target tracking and aiding search and rescue 
operations. Apart from the flight system for the UAV itself, very often these 
tasks required a high performance vision processing system in order to succeed. 
Specifications for vision system vary with the size of UAVs being deployed and 
tasks want to achieve. This thesis is to address the necessity of a low power, 
light weight and vibration-proof vision system for use on small, hand-launch 
unmanned aerial vehicles as a tracking and surveillance device. 
Thank to recent advance on chip technology in producing heterogeneous 
multi-core processor (integration of GPP, DSP and GPU on a single chip) for 
mobile and tablet-PC, there is a great increase on image and video processing 
performance on these devices as the intense maths operations are offloaded 
to DSP and GPU. In that sense, it makes them being potential platforms for 
carrying out vision tasks on small UAVs which have limited power resources 
and affordable payload. Here, we have developed an active vision system that 
based on such a high performance and low power requirement heterogeneous 
multi-core processor appearing in cell phone for executing vision algorithms 
in real-time. The low power CMOS camera module of the vision system fea-
tures an electronic global shutter that completely eliminates image shearing 
arose under severe engine or motor vibration on aerial platforms. We have also 
developed a view-stabilizing mechanism with use of miniature pan-tilt actua-
tors to solve for the rapid camera view change caused by variation in flying 
attitude of aircraft. Besides, the performance of the system has been verified 
through applications with on-board object tracking and real-time wireless im-
age delivering for mosaicking on a ground laptop PC. A PID controller has also 
been implemented on the system for centering tracked target to the middle of 
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In recent decades, unmanned aerial vehicle platforms have been widely adopted 
in the military for performing reconnaissance and target acquisition missions. 
With the introduction of the technology used on these systems to the commer-
cial market and the reduction of production cost, UAVs start to gain popularity 
to be used in civilian applications such as border inspection, search and res-
cue, disaster and emergency management, etc.[69]. The system design, search 
algorithms and flight path planning implementing on UAVs for carrying out 
those tasks have also become hot topics in the research field [31’ 42]. Among 
all those applications mentioned above, an image acquisition and processing 
system or at least a camera for video downstreaming should be available on the 
UAV system for performing the desired tasks. Being a key component for the 
success of missions, these vision systems usually impose rigorous specifications 
on processing speed, power consumption and overall system weight. 
This thesis aims at developing an embedded vision system which meets the 
specifications required by the aerial platforms developed in the Networked Sen-
sors and Robotics Laboratory (NSRL) for performing tasks like object tracking, 
path following, indoor navigation and reconnaissance in outdoor environment. 
1.1 Overview of the UAV Project 
The UAV project at NSRL was started in 2007, with the motivation of de-
veloping small autonomous helicopters for vision-based control, tracking and 
surveillance applications. Early stage of the project mainly concentrated on 
1 
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Figure 1.1: Unmanned helicopter governing by hierarchical PD controller 
the flight system development for acquiring sensors data, controlling helicopter 
rotor through RC servos and handling power and system fail-safe issues. Later 
on, we managed to perform hovering of a gasoline miniature helicopter by a 
hierarchical PD controller implemented on the flight system with the use of 
sensor data from GPS and IMU (Inertial Measurement Unit) [48]. Recently, 
we also got succeed in controlling a coaxial mini-helicopter for path following 
in an indoor environment aiding by a motion caption system. Apart from Ver_ 
tical Take-Off and Landing (VTOL) aerial vehicles, we also extend our aerial 
platforms to small fix-wing aircrafts (including both the hand-launch ones and 
those required a runway for take-off and landing) with specific interest on their 
capability of long rang flight. This property makes them being excellent plat-
forms for carrying out reconnaissance or search and rescue missions in wide 
area of coverage. 
1.2 Challenges on Vision System for UAV 
In the mean time of setting up flight system for the UAV, we had also per-
formed tests on obtaining images from general USB web camera mounting on 
the gasoline helicopter with a net-book PC. It is found that the severe vibration 
induced by the single-stroke engine on the helicopter leads to highly distorted 
images (Figure 1.2b) which would definitely considered unacceptable for use 
with vision algorithms that rely on clear and stable image features. There-
fore, suitable vibration isolation mechanism and a capable image acquisition 
device are essential to the vision system of UAVs for performing tracking and 
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(a) Engine stopped (b) At flight with engine running 
Figure 1.2: Images captured by USB web camera on the gasoline helicopter 
surveillance tasks. Besides the vibration and image acquisition problems, pow-
er consumption and system weight are also important factors that influence 
the flight endurance and applicability of the UAV system. For small unmanned 
aerial platforms, it is very critical to ensure all avionics including the flight and 
vision system are within the allowable payload such that they would not pose 
significant reduction on the maneuver ability of the aerial platforms. Hence, a 
vision system possesses high processing performance with low power consump-
tion and light weight is always favorable for small airframe vehicles similar to 
the coaxial mini-helicopter and the EPS (Expanded Polystyrene) foam fix-wing 
airplane in our laboratory. 
The advance in nowadays mobile phone technology gives us clues on the way 
we could go. You may probably experienced that newer generation high-end 
cell phones get exclusive processing power more comparable to a laptop PC, 
especially in media playback and gaming performance. This is contributed by 
the new chip manufacturing technology that put different processing cores such 
as GPP, DSP and GPU together on a single die resulting in a heterogeneous 
multi-core architecture [47, 67]. Therefore, the computational intensive image 
and video processing can be offloaded to these high performance DSP or GPU, 
resulting in rather more smooth video playback and gaming experiences on 
these mobile devices. Recent researches show it is possible to achieve real-
time object recognition and target tracking at interactive frame rates based 
on invariant image features using mobile phones [32, 81’ 23, 82], though it 
requires modification on the feature descriptors and tracking algorithms used. 
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source: http://gumst))Lorg/images/overo-boards.jpg 
Figure 1.3: Gumstix Overo Computer-on-Module (CoM) 
With some searching on the specifications of mobile phones and the Internet, 
we find an embedded system development platform (named as Gumstix) that 
uses an exact processing unit appearing in mobile phone. Some UAV projects 
58, 63] have tried to use this system for indoor navigation with their mini 
aerial platforms and obtained quite impressive results. 
When looking back to our UAV project, since we get multiple aerial plat-
forms from small to mini VTOL vehicles and to hand-launch fix-wing foam 
aircrafts, it would greatly reduce the system development effort have to spend 
if we can build a modularized vision system that applicable on all those UAV 
platforms for handle tacking and surveillance tasks. With the new tiny het-
erogeneous multi-processor Computer-on-Module (Figure 1.3), we can meet 
the weight and power consumption requirements on our mini-helicopter and 
extend the vision system with support of view-stabilizing mechanism on plat-
forms with larger airframe. 
1.3 Contributions of this Work 
Starting with the development of our own camera module to the end applica-
tion of the camera module with the embedded system for object tracking and 
building real-time aerial mosaic, the contribution of this work can be summa-
rized as follows: 
1. We manage to develop a real-time vision system for small unmanned 
aerial vehicles under limited power resources, strict pay load requiremen-
t and severe vibration induced by gasoline engine or electric motor on 
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the aerial platforms. The low power CMOS camera module we developed 
features an electronic global shutter that capable of perceiving shear-free 
image under severe vibration. Through interfacing with a high perfor-
mance, low power consumption and light weight Computer-on-Module, 
we are able to operate high-level vision algorithms on the vision system 
in real-time and satisfy the payload requirement of small UAVs. 
2. A view-stabilizing mechanism is developed to solve rapid view change 
problem arises due to variation in flying attitude of aerial platform. With 
the use of control output from an off-the-shelf autopilot that integrates 
inertial sensors such as accelerometers and rate gyros, and a two-axis pan-
tilt platform actuated by RC (remote-controlled) servos, we can maintain 
the camera module being mounted to the platform in a downward looking 
orientation regardless the rolling or pitching motion of the aerial vehicles. 
This especially enhances the view stability for surveillance on the fix-wing 
aircraft and produces better results of aerial mosaic in experiments. 
3. The processing capability of the vision system is evaluated through ex-
ample applications with on-board object tracking and on-board image 
compression and transmission for real-time mosaicking on a ground lap-
top PC. An angular position PID controller is implemented with the 
pan-tilt platform for locating the tracked target to the center of camer-
a's field of view based on the mean-shift color tracker and a self-designed 
IR (infra-red) point tracker. Image stitching algorithms are used to com-
posite the received aerial images from the flying aerial vehicle to small 
aerial maps on the ground station in real-time through a Wi-Fi Ad-hoc 
network established between the embedded system and the laptop PC. 
Comparing to similar low cost embedded vision system developed in [66, 65], 
our vision system has higher computational capability that possible for han-
dling high-level vision task based on invariant point features. Our system 
also showed better performance on response and speed for on-board color blob 
tracking in contrast to similar use of the system mentioned above. Consider 
the application of vision system for real-time aerial mosaicking, in commercial 
aerial system like [12], inertial information of UAV and camera orientation 
were used for building aerial map on a ground station through analog video 
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transmission. The approach used requires accurate inertial data for good ini-
age alignment and noisy images may also be obtained due to analog video 
transmission. While in our system, image stitching algorithms are used for 
building aerial mosaic using digital images perceived with the vision system 
and transmitted to ground through Wi-Fi connection such that clearer images 
are obtained and more accurate image alignment can be achieved for building 
good quality aerial map. 
1.4 Organization of Thesis 
This thesis is organized into six chapters. First half of the chapters detail the 
hardware and software development for the camera modules and the embedded 
system, while second half of the chapters discuss the vision algorithms used 
and how they are applied to the embedded system and a ground laptop PC 
for performing object tracking and real-time aerial mosaicking. Followed by 
this introductory chapter, 
• In Chapter 2, we show how we develop and evaluate our own image cap-
turing device with a rapid image acquisition platform. First, we compare 
the properties of the two general types (CCD and CMOS) of image sen-
sors. Then, an image acquisition board based on a USB micro-controller 
is introduced for obtaining image data from a self-developed CMOS im-
age sensor module and transmitting them to a desktop PC for image 
recovery, on screen display and sensor performance evaluation. Details 
on the image retrieval, recovering missing pixel colors from the Bayer 
output of image sensor and problems we met are discussed in later sec-
tions of this chapter. 
• In Chapter 3, we deal with the system integration for our developed 
camera module to the embedded CoM platform and other flight control 
system on our UAVs. An overview on the features and specifications of 
the selected embedded system platform is given at beginning of the chap-
ter. Then, we show how the camera module is interfaced to the image 
signal peripheral of the CoM system through selectable parallel or seri-
al connection. The device driver structure and procedures for software 
development on the embedded system are mentioned next. Finally, the 
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design and view-stabilizing mechanism of the biaxial pan-tilt platform 
together with the overall vision system and UAV platform integration 
are discussed. 
• In Chapter 4, we implement object tracking and target geo-locating al-
gorithms to the embedded system and establish experiments to evaluate 
the system performance. First, we perform camera calibration and e-
liminate the lens distortion. Then, the mean-shift color tracker and a 
self-designed IR point detector are used for tracking desired target. The 
tracked target is also moved to the center of camera's field of view by 
the two-axis pan-tilt platform governing by an angular position PID con-
troller. Finally, we can compute the geographical location of the tracked 
target with position and attitude information from GPS and inertial 
sensors attaching on the aerial platform. 
• In Chapter 5，we extend our UAV system to surveillance application 
through real-time image transmission with the embedded vision system 
and produce on-the-fly aerial mosaics on a ground laptop PC. First, we 
choose a 2D motion model and a planar surface for image composition. 
Then，we pre-process the images to remove the lens distortion. A feature 
based image alignment approach using RANSAC is adopted. Finally, 
the aligned images are composited together with image feathering using 
a distance map. Simulation and outdoor experiments performed are 
shown and discussed at the end of the chapter. 
• In Chapter 6, we summarize the work of this thesis that contributes 
to the UAV project and introduce further development on the vision 
system and our UAV platforms can be used for tracking and surveillance 
applications. 
The appendixes at the end of the thesis show the schematics for developing the 
camera module, image acquisition board, camera interfacing boards, expansion 
and micro-controller modules. Details regarding the sensitivity of image sen-
sors we used to different light bands (visible light and near infra-red) are also 
presented here. 
• End of chapter. 
Chapter 2 
Image Sensor Selection and 
Evaluation 
In this chapter, we show how we develop our own camera modules from bare 
image sensors with the intention to solve image acquisition problem under se-
vere vibration on UAVs. By studying the properties of the two types (CCD 
and CMOS) of image sensor, we know which sensor can meet the require-
ment of the vision system for our UAV platforms. We have also developed 
an image acquisition board for the camera module using a high speed USB 
micro-controller. With the USB controller, we can rapidly obtain image data 
from sensor and recover it on a desktop PC through process such as bilinear 
interpolation. That allows us to evaluate the sensor image quality and decide 
whether it would be applicable to our vision system. 
2.1 Image Sensor Overview 
CCD (Charge Coupled Device) and CMOS (Complementary Metal Oxide 
Semiconductor) image sensors are the two devices commonly used nowadays 
to convert light photons from scene to electric charges and digitally record-
ed it as an image. The two sensors rely on different technology to acquire 
light photons, convert thcrn to digital signals and involve difforent fabrication 
processes. Though they may possess close image capturing quality, however, 
they still get quite different properties regarding responsivity, dynamic range, 
shuttering, speed, etc.. 
8 
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2.1.1 Comparing Sensor Features and Performance 
In CCD image sensor, the light photons are detected by photo-detectors and 
converted to electric charges inside the sensor chip. The accumulated electric 
charges are shifted across the chip and produce a voltage during the read out 
process. The analog voltages are then converted to digital output by an off-chip 
circuit. While in CMOS image sensor, each pixel on the sensor chip consists 
a circuitry to directly convert the electric charge to a voltage. Amplifier and 
digital converter are also presented to produce digital output immediately at 
each sensor pixel. 
Due to possibility for including additional circuitry to the CMOS sensor, it 
is less complex for developing a CMOS camera modules as most functions (e.g. 
timing and analog to digital conversion) are generally integrated to the chip 
while extra circuitries have to be added to CCD camera's print circuit board 
to realize these functions. Moreover, CMOS image sensors possess special 
functionality in arbitrary regional readout (windowing) that CCD imagers lack. 
The windowing function can alter the sensor to produce a much higher frame 
rate than a usual full frame readout and can be applied to high-temporal-
precision object tracking in subregion of an image. However, at the same 
time, the addition circuitry reduces the number of photo-detecting elements 
can be filled on the sensor space. So, usually a CCD imager performs better 
(lower image noise) than a CMOS imager in low light environment. 
In Table 2.1, we show a comparison on some general features and different 
Features/Performance || C C D CMOS 
Signal out of chip analog v o l t a g e d i g i t a l bits 
Fill factor high moderate 
System noise low moderate 
Sensor complexity low high 
Power consumption high low 
Responsivity moderate slightly better 
Dynamic range high moderate 
Uniformity high low to moderate 
Shuttering uniform non-uniform to uniform 
Speed moderate to high higher 
Windowing || limited extensive 
Table 2.1: Comparing CCD and CMOS image sensor, from [2 
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performance properties among the two types of image sensor. For more details 
regarding the internal structure of the imagers, how they operate, and more 
in depth comparison can refer to [51, 60, 47 . 
2.1.2 Rolling Shutter vs. Global Shutter 
For the features we compare in previous subsection, we find that CCD and 
CMOS image sensors possess different ability in exposure (i.e. shuttering). 
CCD imagers are inherently build to have the ability for exposing all the 
sensing elements uniformly. This is known as global shutter. While in CMOS 
imagers, in order to maintain the fill factor (ratio of pixel space for photon 
acquisition to functional circuitry) [47], usually exposure takes place in a line-
by-line manner for the line-scan type of imagers and is therefore called rolling 
shutter. As the exposure does not take place at the same time, these type of 
CMOS imagers suffer from image skew (Figure 2.1a) and resulted in partial 
exposure (Figure 2.1b). They are also called the rolling shutter effects [50 . 
The distorted images we captured on a gasoline helicopter with a web camera 
in Section 1.2 are also suffered from this effect. 
I ^ ^ H f l i I J 
(a) Skew of a moving car (b) Partial exposure at lightning 
Figure 2.1: Rolling shutter effects of CMOS image sensor, from [15 
There are research work to compensate rolling shutter effect or even make 
use of rolling shutter distortions for object pose and velocity estimation through 
image processing [50, 22]. However, the algorithms are not applicable to al-
1 situations, for example, with small motions or multiple moving objects in 
scene. Further computational power is also used for correcting the distortions 
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and thus reduced the real-time capability of the vision processing system. In 
order to completely eliminate or reduce the rolling shutter effects, it is better 
resorting to the sensor itself. The image sensor should have a higher line-scan 
rate to increase the uniformity of exposure, or in other words, have a higher 
frame rate in terms of image frame output. Apart from the line-scan type im-
ager，another type of CMOS image sensor is the area-scan imagers. They offer 
uniform exposure as the CCD imagers do but with the expense of reducing the 
fill factor, as shuttering elements have to be placed at pixel's sensing region 
51] and thus resulting in smaller image resolution. 
Considering the power consumption, image lag, windowing ability and cam-
era complexity, CMOS imager offering global shutter appears to be a more 
suitable candidate for being the image capture device of our vision system 
to handle outdoor object tracking and surveillance tasks. At the time we s-
tarted developing our own camera module, we were not able to find a CMOS 
image sensor that provides global shutter from the two leading sensor produc-
ers -Omni Vision and Aptina/Micron. However, we found an Aptina/Micron 
CMOS imager (MT9T001P12STC) that is programmable up to 93fps with 
windowing control for VGA-format (640 x 480). The high image frame rate of 
the imager should greatly reduce or eliminate image distortion appears under 
severe engine vibration on the small gasoline helicopter. Therefore, we devel-
oped our first camera module based on this image sensor. (We are now using 
a CMOS image sensor featuring global shutter from Aptina/Micron for the 
embedded vision system we developed. More details regarding the imager will 
be mentioned in Chapter 3.) 
2.2 Sensor Evaluation through USB Peripher-
al 
Since we have no previous experience in developing a camera module and 
handling system integration for peripheral device to an embedded system, 
it is better for us to start evaluating the functionalities and image quality 
of the camera module we developed on a desktop PC first before we move 
to the embedded world. In order to evaluate the sensor image quality, an 
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(a) CMOS image sensor module attaching (b) Front side of USB micro-controller 
to USB microcontroller module module 
Figure 2.2: CMOS camera module and image acquisition board 
image acquisition board is developed and introduced in the following section 
for sensor configuration and image data readout. 
2.2.1 Interfacing Image Sensor and USB Controller 
First of all, we have an overview on the camera module and the USB controller 
module we developed for image acquisition. 
CMOS Image Sensor Module 
The CMOS image sensor module provides additional circuitry and header pins 
to the image sensor for stabilizing the voltage supply, setting the serial bus 
logic level and connecting to external readout board. The imager we used is 
MT9T001P12STC from Aptina/Micron Imaging [9]. It is a 3-megapixel image 
sensor with the imager size of 6.55mm x 4.92mm. The full resolution of the 
image sensor is 2048 x 1536. The image data output from the sensor are in 
RGB Bayer pattern. It uses the electronic rolling shutter with a maximum 
master clock of 48MHz. The frame rate can be programmed through its serial 
interface up to 93fps for VGA-format (640 x 480). And the ADC resolution of 
the image sensor is in 10-bit while the voltage supply is 3.3V. {The MT9T001 
image sensor module is designed by Mr. T.K. Lau in NSRL) 
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USB2.0 Micro-controller Module 
The USB micro-controller module is used to acquire image data from the image 
sensor module and transmit them to the host PC through the USB interface. 
The USB peripheral controller we used is CY7C68013A produced by Cypress 
Semiconductor [4]. It consists of a USB2.0 transceiver, a serial interface en-
gine (SIE) which handles the USB communication protocol, and an enhanced 
8051 micro-controller. There are 8-bit or 16-bit programmable peripheral in-
terface on the micro-controller chip. It also has 16 KBytes on-chip code/data 
RAM and 4 KBytes endpoint buffer. The USB micro-controller provides a 
general programmable interface (GPIF) and master/slave FIFO for connect-
ing peripheral devices. It can operate under 48MHz/24MHz/12MHz clock. 
Programs can be loaded to the micro-controller from external EEPROM. The 
micro-controller also provides 2 USARTS, 3 counters/timers, and an integrat-
ed I^C controller. The operating voltage of the micro-controller is also 3.3V. 
錄nsor module USB controller module 
丨 " " “ 1 - ^ - — 
I Actrve-Ptxel Control Register [ ( ^ - C l n t e r f a c e \ ^ | ^ | j 
I Sensor(APS) 一 ^ K ^ 8 0 5 1 C o r e | 
I Array Timing and ( Ctock g" ； 
I Control Tsj ^ i 
I Sync Senate ^  ^ I 
I ~ ~？ h i x 2 _ I 
I I i L _ I 
V ” ” 丨 I I I * 1" SIE and PC 
I Analog Processing ^ ADC Pixel Data ^  piFO 一 USB2.0XCVR —}-• 
L J I J 
Figure 2.3: Connections between camera module and image acquisition board 
Interconnections between the Modules 
Since the external FIFO interface of the USB micro-controller can either be 
configured to 8-bit or 16-bit data width, so only the upper 8-bit image data 
from the digital outputs of ADC on the image sensor are used. This can 
optimize the buffer usage for data readout but with the expense in reducing 
the pixel color resolution from 10-bit to 8-bit. The 8-bit data lines of the 
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image sensor are connected to the FIFO buffer of the USB micro-controller. 
The interface clock (IFCLK) pin on the micro-controller is connected to the 
image sensor as the driving clock signal while a LINE—VALID signal is given 
by the image sensor to the micro-controller for synchronizing the image data 
readout. There are also I /O pins to interface the image sensor with the USB 
micro-controller. They provide signal paths for configuring the image sensor by 
the USB micro-controller. Image data can be read out from endpoint buffers 
on the USB micro-controller through the connections to the host PC. 
2.2.2 Image Sensor Configuration 
In order to configure the CMOS image sensor, we have to be able to com-
municate with the image sensor through its communication interface. The 
communication interface is very similar to the PC protocol. Therefore, a brief 
introduction to the PC protocol will be given in the following section before 
we show how the image sensor is configured through its own serial interface. 
L:」I II — II I I M I I I I I 1 P 」 
START ADDRESS R/W ACK DATA ACK DATA ACK STOP 
condition ^ " . 
condition 
MBC604 
Figure 2.4: A complete data transfer on PC bus lines, from [17 
The I^C Protocol 
The PC protocol [17] requires only 2 bus lines. One is the serial data line 
(SDA) and the other is serial clock line (SCL). Each device connected with the 
data lines is addressable by their unique addresses. A master-slave relationship 
exists between the device which sends the data and the device which receives 
the data. The data transfer is limited to 8-bit data series. And the data rate 
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is 100 KBit/s for the standard-mode while it can reach 400 KBit/s for the 
fast-mode. 
Ill Figure 2.4，data are transferred on the bus lines using the PC protocol. 
The data signal begins with a START condition (a high to low transition on 
the SDA line while SCL is high) followed by the ADDRESS of the target 
device. The R / W bit indicates the communication is a data read/write with 
the device. An ACK bit is received by the master when the communication 
is successful. The data for reading/writing will then be transferred with the 
ACK bit follow at the back in indicating whether the transfer succeed or not. 
A STOP condition (a low to high transition on the SDA line while SCL is 
high) is transferred when the data reading/writing ends. 
Serial Bus Interface on Image Sensor 
The serial bus interface on the COMS image sensor provides signal paths for 
which we can read register values from the image sensor or write new register 
values to the image sensor for configuration purpose. The serial bus interface 
is identical to I^C except that it requires the SCL line to keep low for certain 
master clock cycles before it generates the START condition, see Figure 2.5. 
Due to the difference in start condition, we START CONDITION 
can not use the integrated P C controller on 
the USB micro-controller for communicating D^A ; \ 丨 , 
with the image sensor directly. Therefore, J _ [ "“ 
we have to implement our own controller for set \ ；\ / 
handling the cornrrmnicatiori. A finite state L —; ^ 丨 
machine (Figure 2.6) is designed and execut- Figure 2.5: Time diagram for 
ing on the I/Os of the USB micro-controller start condition on imager serial 
for handling state transitions required by the ^^^ 
read and write operation on the serial bus interface of the image sensor. And 
through the serial bus interface, it is feasible for us to access the registers on 
the CMOS image sensor for configuring, for example, its window size, frame 
rate, exposure time and internal gains. 
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Figure 2.6: State transition of the read and write operations on the serial bus 
interface 
Windowing Control 
The MT9T001 CMOS image sensor allows us to configure its window size to 
achieve various resolution formats and frame rates. For example, the default 
window size of the image sensor is 2048 x 1536 (i.e. full frame size), we can pro-
gram the sensor registers to achieve a VGA format with resolution of 640 x 480 
and a maximum image frame rate of 93fps according to the frame timing for-
mulas in [9]. Figure 2.7 shows examples for achieving different window sizes 
and positions with the given registers values. 
(32. 20) 
(1200, ISO) A 
I 料 
I B Skip and Bin Mode 
{1327, 307) 
1568. 356) 
It is easy to obtain different 
c image resolution with the use 
(1079,8S7i (8o, 9!2j of windowing control, howev-
I D I 
0007,479) er, the field-of-view of the im-
如秘,1 鄉〉 age will greatly reduced when 
Window Size RegOxOI Reg0x02 RegOxOa Reg0x04 . i i , . • , , Window A 2,048 x 1,536 0x0014 0x0020 OxOSFF 0x07FF t J i e I H i a g e r e S O l u t l O l l IS S m a l l . Window B 2^8 x MS 0x0084 0x04BO 0x007F 0x007F 
Window C 512 x 512 0x0164 0x0238 0x0 IFF (MUFF Tn nrdpr fn Vppn fho fi^l^ ^f 
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view while we can still have d-
Figure 2.7: Windowing capability of the image . 
sensor, from [9] i仔crent imago resolutions, the 
image sensor provide a skip 
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(a) 2x column skip by 2x row skip (b) Bin 2-to-l, e.g. Grs = binning of 
mode，shaded pixels are skipped 4 Gr[s] in a 4x4 window 
Figure 2.8: Skip and bin mode of the image sensor, from [9 
mode (Figure 2.8a) for which rows and columns of the imager are sub-sampled 
to reduce output resolution without altering the field-of-view. But on the oth-
er hand, skip mode leads to a reduction in image quality as aliasing occurred 
when rows and columns are sub-sampled from the imager. That is why the im_ 
age sensor comes with a bin mode (Figure 2.8b), with which the data value on 
the output pixels are obtained through averaging adjacent rows and columns, 
and this significantly reduces the aliasing effect introduced by skip mode. 
The current image output resolution of the image sensor is configured to be 
480 X 320 with a selectable frame rate of 30fps/50fps/76fps. This is achieved 
with a windowing control of 1920 x 1280 window size, a skip mode with column 
skip by 4x and row skip by 4x, together with a bin mode of bin 3-to-l. The 
frame rate is controlled by setting different shutter time through the respective 
registers on the image sensor. 
2.3 Image Data Transmitting and Processing 
After configured the image sensor, we have to retrieve the image data from 
the sensor to a desktop PC through the USB micro-controller module. In this 
section, details for the data transfer process on the USB micro-controller and 
image recovery carrying out on a PC will be mentioned. 
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2.3.1 Data Transfer Mode and Buffering on USB Con-
troller 
There are two common transfer modes that will be used for streaming data 
over USB interface. They are named the isochronous transfer and the bulk 
transfer mode. The major differences between the two transfer modes are: 
the isochronous transfer has guaranteed bandwidth but not guaranteed data 
delivery, there is no retry of transfer when data contain error or being lost; 
while the bulk transfer guarantees error-free data transfer, there is automatic 
retry for erroneous data, however the bandwidth is not guaranteed. 
According to the Cypress application note [16], the average throughput can 
be achieved by isochronous transfer is 24MBps while it can reach 22MBps for 
the bulk transfer. And since the data rate for the camera settings of image 
resolution with 480 x 320 at frame rate of 76fps is only about l l . lSMBps, both 
types of transfer mode would be applicable to the data transfer over USB. 
However, consider that bulk transfer can provide error-free data transfer, we 
therefore choose bulk transfer for data streaming over the USB. 
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Figure 2.9: Available endpoint configurations on the USB micro-controller, 
from [4] 
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Data Transfer over Endpoint Buffers 
The endpoint (FIFO) buffers are actually build-in R A M blocks on the USB 
micro-controller. It has a total size of 4 KBytes which can be separated into 
different number and size (Figure 2.9). Currently, they are configured to be 
quad-buffered with each consisting of 1024 Bytes. 
The endpoint (FIFO) buffers of the USB micro-controller are programmed 
to be running in slave synchronous write mode with a setting of AUTOIN for 
which data on the buffers will automatically pack into packet of 1024 Bytes 
in size and passed to the serial interface engine (SIE) for transferring over the 
USB data bus when the host PC sends a request to the micro-controller. 
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Figure 2.10: Synchronization signals from image sensor 
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Figure 2.11: Time diagram for slave FIFO synchronous write on the USB 
micro-controller 
In Figure 2.11，it shows the time diagram for the operation of slave FIFO 
synchronous write mode on the USB micro-controller. Data are written to the 
endpoint buffers at the rising edge of the interface clock (IFCLK) when the 
write strobe line (SLWR) is high (configurable to be low). We configure the 
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interface clock of the micro-controller to use its internal 48MHz clock source 
and enable its pin output for providing clock source to the image sensor as the 
master clock. The LINE—VALID (indicating a valid sensor row pixel readout) 
synchronization signal (Figure 2.10) output from the image sensor is connected 
to the USB micro-controller as the write strobe signal for controlling valid pixel 
data written to the FIFO buffer. The pixel clock (PIXCLK) signal output of 
the image sensor is same to its master clock and by default pixel data are 
available at the falling edge of PIXCLK (configurable to be at rising edge). In 
order to satisfy the time requirement for synchronous write on the FIFO of the 
USB micro-controller, the sensor register is configured to output pixel data at 
the rising edge of PIXCLK. 
2.3.2 Demosaicking of Bayer Image Data 
An image data retrieving program is 
developed with the use of the US- " 
—y 一 (28, 16) 
B micro-controller driver and API " " “ ^ q ？ 一 
library provided by Cypress Semi- " " ^ " " ^ " " B ' ^ ' B 
conductor for acquiring image sen- . . . V ' G 
sor data. After attaching the C-
MOS image sensor module to the US-
G R G R G R G 
B micro-controller module and con-
B G B G B G B 
necting them with a USB cable to the H 
host PC, the host PC program will re- : 
cursively query image data with the Figure 2.12: RGB Bayer pattern of the 
configured resolution of 480 x 320 in sensor 
size (153600 Bytes) from the USB device enumerated by the USB micro-
controller. Since the data output from the image sensor are in RGB Bayer 
pattern (only one color of the R’G，B channels is available at each pixel, where 
green colors are in quincunx grid while red and blue colors are in rectangular 
grid，see Figure 2.12), we have to perform interpolation on nearby color pixels 
in order to recover the lost channels from the received Bayer image [64 . 
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Bilinear Interpolation 
The interpolation (i.e. demosaicking) algorithm we use to recover the whole 
image data (R,G,B channels) from the Bayer pattern is the bilinear inter-
polation. We choose the algorithm for the demosaicking process because it 
is computational^ less expensive and applicable to embedded processors but 
can still retain good image quality comparing to other demosaicking algorithm 
such as nearest neighbor or cubic convolution method [68 . 
丄 丄 丄 丄 丄 丄 h h i 叫 I B |G I B 
丄 丄 — — — G B G 
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(a) Odd row (b) Even row (c) Odd row (d) Even row 
and column and column and even col- and odd col-
umn umn 
Figure 2.13: Bilinear interpolation for Bayer image 
According to [68], we can recover the missed R /G /B channel at the desired 
image position through bilinear interpolation as follows: 
• Consider both odd/even row and column, the missed R /B color chan-
nel at the middle G position is obtained by taking average on the left 
and right R /B color or up and bottom B /R color (see Figure 2.13a and 
Figure 2.13b). 
• For odd row and even column or even row and odd column, the missed 
R /G /B color channel at the middle B /R position is obtained by taking 
average on the diagonal R /B color or left, right, up and bottom G color 
(see Figure 2.13c and Figure 2.13d). 
After receiving a complete image in Bayer pattern, we can looping through 
the image data array; by identifying whether the image pixel is on odd/even 
row and odd/even column, we can perform specific bilinear interpolation pro-
cess to recover the lost color channels. When the interpolation completed, we 
can display the demosaicked image and the whole process will begin again when 
new image data are received on the host PC from the USB micro-controller. 
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2.4 Splitting Images and Exposure Problem 
When we have performed bilinear interpolation to recover and display the 
received image from the image sensor data, it is found that the images obtained 
are split into different portions (Figure 2.14). After some investigations on 
the sensor power supply and data transfer process, we later found that the 
occurring of split image is due to buffer overflow on the USB micro-controller. 
2.4.1 Buffer Overflow on USB Controller 
Since the image data keeps stream-
ing out of the image sensor, if the 
endpoint buffers get full, part of the ^ H ^ M ^ 
image data within a frame can 
be written to the endpoint buffers for 
to the host PC. Thus, the re-
maining portion of the current image 
frame or the new portion of the next 
image frame will be lost. Figure 2.14: Splitting image obtained 
after interpolation 
Figure 2.15b shows the signal on the pin output indicating whether the 
endpoint buffers of the USB micro-controller get full (at where the signal is 
low). The buffer overflow is possibly due to latency on data retrieval on the 
• 棚 
(a) Frame valid signal, valid image (b) Endpoint full flag, endpoint full 
frame data at high at low 
Figure 2.15: Observation of signal pins on oscilloscope 
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host, PC. Since data, transfer rate is host dependent, it depends on the piocess-
ing power of the host PC and the USB host controller. Moreover, Windows is 
not a real time OS, it does not have a bounded interrupt/thread latency. The 
driver that we used for the USB micro-controller is also designed for general 
purpose, it may not be optimized for the use of data streaming. 
^ j m In order to cope with the above situ-
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ B m m U J I E L I ations，we have tried to use real time 
software to access the real-time ser-
vices layer supported by Windows OS 
(e.g. Ardence RTX). However, we are 
not able to access the Cypress USB 
driver with its provided API and thus 
(a) Shutter speed： 33.3ms, sample we cannot retrieve image data with 
rate: around 30Hz ,, . ,, , . ^ 
the use of the real time software. 
m ^ Q Q U m i ^ Hjj Another way we have tried is to 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ f ^ H H U I I l ^ reset the image sensor and the end-
point buffers when the buffer over-
flows. We have successfully imple-
mented these and the camera per-
forms quite well where split images 
H H H ^ ^ H H H H H I are seldom obtained. Figure 2.16a 
(b) Shutter speed： 20.0ms, sample to Figure 2.16c show the images and 
rate: around 50Hz number of frames can be retrieved 
H under different shutter speed (frame 
rate) of the image sensor config-
ured. 
In Figure 2.17b, it shows the con-
dition of endpoint buffers on the USB 
micro-controller with the image sen-
(c) Shutter speed： 13.2ms, sample sor configured with a shutter speed of 
rate: around 25Hz around 76Hz (i.e. 13.2ms). The end-
Figure 2.16: Frame rate achieved with Point buffers get full with a frequency 
image acquisition board and program of around 25Hz (i.e. the image sensor 
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(a) Frame valid signal, image sensor (b) Endpoint full flag, endpoint 
frame rate @76Hz buffers get full @25Hz 
Figure 2.17: Observation of signal pins with image sensor configured to 76fps 
and the endpoint buffer is reset with a frequency of around 25Hz). Since a 
reset on the image sensor will cause the sensor to abandon the readout of cur-
rent image frame and it will also treat the next frame as a bad frame and not 
outputting the image data, so we dropped 2 image frames for each reset on the 
image sensor. Therefore, we can only sample images of around 25fps on the 
host PC when we configure the frame rate of the image sensor to around 76Hz. 
In order to solve the buffer overflow problem completely, we will have to add 
additional memory on the USB micro-controller side for buffering image data 
when the endpoint buffers on the USB micro-controller get full. However, that 
requires further development on the image acquisition board and it is beyond 
our intention for evaluating the performance of image sensor on a desktop PC. 
Instead, we will look into other aspects regarding the image sensor itself. 
2.4.2 Image Luminance and Exposure Adjustment 
The image sensor we used does not offer the function of auto exposure. How-
ever, it is possible for us to adjust the exposure by controlling over the shutter 
time and brightness gain on the image sensor. Before doing so, we will have 
to measure the brightness of the image we obtained. 
A luminosity histogram [21] can describe the perceived brightness distri-
bution over an image. The luminosity is based on a weighted average of the 
three color channel (red-30% green-59% blue-11%) on the image pixels with 
the consideration that human eyes are more sensitive to green light than red 
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(b) Underexposed image retrieved with small ADC gains 
Figure 2.18: Image exposure under different ADC gains 
or blue light. 
It is found that overexposed image will have most of its image pixels locate 
on the right of its luminance histogram while underexpose image will have 
most of its image pixels locate on the left of its luminance histogram. 
Through the observations on the luminance histogram on the overexposed 
and underexposed images, we notice that it is possible to measure the lumi-
nance level as the mean of all image pixels over the luminance histogram of an 
image. And by the mean luminance we calculated (also shown in the images 
of Figure 2.16), we can control the shutter time (will affect the image frame 
rate) and the ADC gains of the image sensor to achieve a referenced luminosity 
(e.g. 128) which will probably give an image with suitable brightness level. 
• End of chapter. 
Chapter 3 
Embedded System for Vision 
Processing 
Having understand how to configure the image sensor and acquire image data 
from it, we are ready to start integrating it to an embedded system as a 
peripheral video device and will have our images captured on the system soon, 
though it still involves steps to interface the camera module to the embedded 
system and develop driver for access and configure the image sensor. 
This chapter first overviews the features and system architecture of the 
embedded system platorm (Gumstix Computer-on-Module) we use for image 
acquisition and perform image processing. Then, we will show how we in-
terconnect the image sensor to the image signal processing interface of the 
embedded system and how the sensor driver and image acquisition program 
are developed. We will also show the new camera module (based on a CMOS 
image sensor featuring global shutter) and the system interfacing boards we 
built that allows further modularization of the vision system. Finally, a biaxial 
pan-tilt platform for camera view-stabilization and the overall system setup 
on the UAV platform will be mentioned at later sections of the chapter. 
3.1 Overview of the Embedded System 
The embedded system we used for developing our vision system is the Gum-
stix Overo Computer-on-Module, which is a platform that featuring high per-
formance and low power driven heterogeneous multiprocessor system-on-chip 
26 
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(SoC) commercially available in the market. It is a fully functional embedded 
computer in module size. The Computer-on-Module (CoM) provides peripher-
als and interfaces to the multiprocessor System-on-Chip (SoC) it uses. Features 
of the SoC and the CoM are mentioned in the following parts. 
3.1.1 TI OMAP3530 Processor 
The heterogeneous multiprocessor 
SoC that used on the Gumstix 
Computer-on-Module is the TI J ^ f , | 
OMAP3530 processor. The p r o c e s - 丨 、 - ^ ^ ^ l ^ S M 
sor integrates three processing ar- . | — 
chitectures as subsystems in a single ：：^"^ . 
chip set. The architectures include 励 姿 ― 』 
a general purpose processor (GPP) 
- A R M Cortex-A8 core, 600MHz; U B B ^ S j ^ ^ j j i i ^ B 
a digital signal processor (DSP) - ‘ 离 H ^ ^ ^ l 
TMS320C64X+ DSP Core, 430MHz ^ S r i ^ H f l H l i i f t ^ H 
and a graphical processing unit (G- Figure 3.1: System architecture of 
PU) - POWERVR SGX Graphics OMAP3530 processor, from [11 
Accelerator. It is designed to pro-
vide best-in-class video, image, and graphics processing for mobile devices. 
The processor also consists a camera subsystem that supports multiple for-
mats and interfacing options connected to a wide variety of image sensors. 
Multiple peripheral communication interfaces such as UART, SPI and PC, 
USB connectivity and external storage are also available on the processor [11 • 
3.1.2 Gumstix Overo Fire Computer-on-Module 
The Gumstix Overo Fire Computer-on-Module [8] is designed to provide pe-
ripheral interfaces to the TI OMAP3530 processor. With performance ap-
proaching that of a laptop PC, the Computer-on-Module has a size of only 
80mm X 39mm and features with 256MB RAM, 256MB Flash, on-board mi-
croSD card slot, USBs, HDMI, Audio In/Out, Wi-Fi 802.11g and Bluetooth 
wireless communication, etc. But more importantly, it provides a dedicated 
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connector for the camera interface to the image signal processing (ISP) sub-
system of the TI OMAP 3530 processor. Thus, we can design and connect our 
image sensor module to the ISP interface through this connector. 
Giimstix Overo Fire showing on the left (Figure 3.2a) has a size of only 
5877777? X 17mm. It is adapted to the expansion board - Summit, shown on the 
right (Figure 3.2b), of size 80mm x 39mm to provide power and additional 
peripheral support such as USB, HDMI and Audio In/Out connections. 
(a) Gumstix Overo Fire CoM (b) Summit - Expansion Board for CoM 
Figure 3.2: Gumstix Overo CoM and its expansion board 
3.2 Interfacing Camera Module to the Em-
bedded System 
The TI OMAP3530 processor consisting a camera image signal processing 
(ISP) subsystem that provides system interface and processing capability for 
connecting RAW image sensor module to the processor and it also supports 
imaging applications such as image previewing and image capture with digital 
zooming. Following parts give more details on the ISP subsystem and how we 
connect our camera module to the Gumstix Overo Fire CoM with an adapting 
board. Some initial images have also been recorded with the camera module 
through the camera interface, although further configurations on the system 
should be carried out to provide correct image format and better imaging 
results. 
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3.2.1 Image Signal Processing Subsystem 
The camera image signal processing (ISP) subsystem on the OMAP3530 pro-
cessor provides dedicate hardware for image signal processing on its inter-
face that supporting various image sensors with RGB primary color or YUV 
complementary color outputs. Progressive or interlaced image sensors with 
electronic rolling shutter or global-release reset shutter are both compatible. 
The parallel camera interface can work with 8-, 10-, 11-，and 12-bit data in 
synchronous mode. Signal processing operations such as optical clamping, 
black-level compensation, faulty pixel correction, white balance, black adjust-
ment, color correction, color convention, etc. are available to be performed on 
the RAW (in Bayer pattern) image data and converted to YUV image format. 
Statistic metrics and histogram can also be obtained for providing adjustment 
on sensor parameters to achieve auto white balance, auto exposure and auto 
focus. But more impressively, up to 10-bit data at 75 MHz can be processed 
by the image pipeline or transferred to memory [46]. That means our CMOS 
image sensor (operating at 48MHz with 10-bit image data output) is fully 
supported by the ISP interface and no further interpolation process for image 
recovery is required. 
Figure 3.3 shows the connecting interface of the camera ISP to external 
I Device | 
I I 1 ^ I 
L4 ^ » _ 阮 .…—....…^  
霧 interconnect Camera ISP 
I cam YS 
L3 ^ ^ ^ “ 
• interconnea carr^ xclka ^ 
I ^ 
I 1—；：^ 如比 
I subsystem ^cam__d[11:0] r 
i C S X >一 cam’。 ：，Jd 一, 
I ！ C3m,.pclk 
I IVA2,2 .…— 
subsystem ^ cam —wen 
I ‘ I )nJ 
I I—"r- 1 cam strobe 
, 二 = K—— 
• I ^cam global reset rTTi I I^HZZI— 一 ‘ . . " . … 凶 I I cam shutter rrht ‘ • CAM MCLK ' 
I PRCM » CAMJCLK ‘ 
I • cafOclk I 
I — ‘ 
I I 
STANDBY HW . 
I handshake 
I I 
Figure 3.3: Camera interface subsystem of OMAP3530 processor, from [46 
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Figure 3.4: Camera module adapting board for Gumstix Overo CoM 
image sensor module. In our current application only the cam_hs(line trig-
ger signal), cam_vs(frame trigger signal), cam_d[9:0](image data bits) and 
cam—pclk(pixd clock) data pins are used for image data retrieving on the 
ISP subsystem. They are connected to LINE—VALID, FRAME—VALID, D-
OUT[9:0] and PIXCLK signal pins on the image sensor respectively (refer to 
Appendix A). 
3.2.2 Camera Module Adapting Board 
The Gumstix Overo Fire Computer-on-Module provides a camera connector 
which interface to the ISP subsystem on TI OMAP3530 processor. Image 
sensor modules can interconnect into the interface though flexible print circuits 
ribbon that adapts to the connector. However, since the logic level of the ISP 
interface on the TI OMAP 3530 processor is 1.8 volt while the logic level of 
our camera module is 3.3 volt. A logic level translation should be carried 
out in order to interface the image sensor to the ISP subsystem. Therefore, 
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an adapting board has been developed to meet the interfacing requirement 
(see Figures.4). Besides, it also provides a bidirectional logic level shifting for 
the I^C control signals (unidirectional level shifting are used for image data 
signals) between the image sensor and the ISP subsystem, a fixed clock signal 
of 48MHz to the camera module and extra power supply (through USB host 
connector for testing purpose) besides the 1.8 and 3.3 voltage supply on the 
camera connector interface. 
3.2.3 Image Sensor Driver and Program Development 
After successful logic level conversions between the image sensor and the ISP 
subsystem of OMAP processor with the use of the camera module adapting 
board, the hardwares for the camera system are ready. The next step is to 
configure the embedded Linux operating system to control the image retrieving 
processes. That would be a rather complicated part, as the whole process 
includes configurations on the Linux kernel, developing and modifying drivers 
for the ISP subsystem and the image sensor. 
Cross-compilation Environment 
In order to configure the Linux kernel, de-
velop driver for our image sensor module and 
• ^ f 量 program for image acquisition, we have to set 
^ ^ Jtk^ ^ up a program development environment for 
openemoedded cross-compiling programs to be executing on 
Figure 3.5: Logo of the Open- ^bedded system (the OMAP3530 pro-
Embedded project, from [13] cessor is using the ARM architecture). The 
OpenEmbedded [13] provides a built frame-
work for cross-compiling the embedded Linux. It allows system developers to 
create different Linux distribution for wide variety of hardware architectures. 
Through the extensive customizable BitBake [1] recipes it provides and the Bit-
Bake packaging tool, lots of useful software packages (e.g. the OpenCV and 
GStreamer library that our tracking program develop upon) can be included 
or installed separately in the embedded Linux distribution. File patching can 
also be applied through the BitBake recipe for modifying board specific files 
and adding new device drivers to the Linux Kernel. 
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Linux Device Driver Module 
The device driver we developed for the image sensor follows the structure of an 
PC and Video for Linux (V4L2 [70] provides unified access to video capturing 
device on Linux system) device driver module [36]. The driver is a loadable 
module that can be added to the Linux kernel at runtime. It provides function 
calls to configure sensor registers through the PC interface and I /O control 
methods for negotiating sensor properties (e.g. image format, resolution, frame 
rate, etc.) as supplied in the V4L2 user-space API. 
Generally, the device driver can be grouped into following function portions: 
• reg—read: read sensor register value through the I^C client driver 
• reg_wri"te: configure sensor register through the I^C client driver 
• device-ini t : register image sensor as I^C and V4L2 device, initialize sensor 
registers to start up state 
參 ioctl—commands: negotiate sensor properties and configure sensor registers 
• device—cleanup: unregister image sensor as PC and V4L2 device 
Figure 3.6: System setup for image capturing on CoM 
After further board specific configuration (e.g. to include the sensor device 
module and specify the I^C interface it connects) on the ISP camera interface, 
compilation of the Linux kernel image and user-space programs, we are able 
to capture image through the camera module with application running on the 
Gumstix Overo Fire Computer-on-Module. Figure 3.6 shows the system setup 
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foi, the MT9T001 image sensor module and the Gurnstix Overo Computer-on-
Module. 
Image Capturing and Video Streaming on CoM 
Some initial images have been captured with the system setup. The MT9T001 
image sensor is configured with full resolution (2048 x 1536) image output, 
while the image is resized (down sampled) to 640 x 480 (see Figure 3.7) through 
the ISP camera interface on the Computer-on-Module. It can be noticed that 
the image in Figure 3.7a tends red with the default white balance coefficients 
being configured on the ISP camera interface, while appears normal in Fig-
ure 3.7b when the white balance coefficients are readjusted. 
• B 
(a) Default white balance coefficients (b) Readjusted white balance coefficients 
Figure 3.7: High resolution images captured on CoM 
^ ^ ^ ^ S S In order to increase the image frame 
^ ^ ^ l l l l l P I l ^ ^ : rate for real-time video streaming on 
the Gurnstix Computer-on-Module, 
we have configured the image sensor 
output image with a lower 
lution through the sensor skip and 
J j bin mode. With the use of MPlayer 
software package, we can obtain 
Figure 3.8: Low resolution image cap- vMeo streaming from the image 
tured on CoM sensor and show it on a LCD display 
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through the HDMI to DVI interface of the Computer-on-Module. Table 3.1 
below shows the frame rate achievable with different image resolution and the 
maximum frame rate the system can process: 
Image Resolution Frame Rate Frame Rate 
(sensor output) (processed) 
2048 X 1536 (d.s. to 640 x 480) i2fps 
640 X 480 48fps 48fps 
480 X 320 102fps 76fps 
d.s. = down sampled 
Table 3.1: Video streaming resolution and frame rate 
3.3 View-stabilizing Biaxial Camera Platform 
At this development stage, we can successfully interface the high-speed CMOS 
image sensor (MT9T001) to the Image Signal Processing (ISP) subsystem of 
the heterogeneous multiprocessor System-on-Chip on the Gumstix Overo Fire 
Computer-on-Module platform for real-time image retrieval. To move on for 
achieving the aim for target tracking, geo-locating from UAV and performing 
real-time aerial image stitching with fix-wing aircraft, developing a pan-tilt 
camera platform would be necessary. As a pan-tilt platform can help to keep 
the tracked target within the camera's field of view and maintain a downward 
looking camera orientation on the fix-wing aircraft. 
In the camera system mentioned in above sections, both the image sensor 
module and the adapting board have a relative large size comparing to that of 
the expansion board of the Gumstix Computer-on-Module. The movement of 
the camera system is also constrained by the short length of the flexible print 
circuit (FPC) cable. These constrains make this camera system impractical to 
be installed on a pan-tilt platform. Besides, the image sensor does not have 
build-in auto exposure and auto white balance functions, so it requires man-
ual adjusting the exposure time and color gains on software level through the 
sensor driver and image acquisition application. That would possibly lead to 
addition processing time in between image frames. Moreover, the image sensor 
uses the electronic rolling shutter, even it is configured to operate at around 
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100 frame per second, the rolling shutter effect may not be prominent but still 
exist. Consider all constrains and limitations mentioned above, it is necessary 
for us to develop a new camera system which could eliminate all these problems. 
For that we have decided to use a new CMOS image sensor (MT9V032) 
from Aptina/Micron Imaging which offers serial data outputs besides the par-
allel data outputs. The number of signaling wires can be reduced and the 
length of transmission can be extended. But more importantly is that the new 
CMOS image sensor uses global shutter instead of the generally used electronic 
rolling shutter. Rolling shutter effect under severe vibration can therefore be 
entirely eliminated. In the following parts, we will have an overview on the new 
camera system developed, the design of supporting modules for signal conver-
sions, communication, servo control signal generation and the mechanism for 
providing view-stabilization through a biaxial platform we designed. 
3.3.1 The New Camera System 
The new camera system consists of three 
modules: a) the camera module, b) interfac-
ing module and c) the MCU module. Each ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ K M m 
module contains specific electronic compo- ^ B ^ ^ ^ B ^ ^ H B H ^ 
nents that provide voltage regulation, logic ⑷ Fr。nt view (with lens) 
level conversion, clock source and etc. to flBBHSSBBT"^*""^ 
make the whole camera system functions. ,|j 
Details regarding the functionalities of each ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ H B H 
module are covered below: 
. ^ TV /r … (b) Front view (no lens) 
A. Camera Module 乂 
The camera module (Figure3.9) is one of the ^ i i 
two main modules of the new camera sys- • I liSS 
tern. Another main module is the interfac- 1 f I 
ing module. The two modules connect to-
gether to form a complete image acquisition ⑷ Back view — 
device of the camera system. Here, the new 
camera module uses a new model of CMOS ^ i g脈 3.9: The new MT9V032 
camera module 
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image sensor (MT9V032L12STC) from Aptina/Micron Imaging [10]. De-
tails comparing the specifications and features of the previous image sensor 
(MT9T001P12STC) to the new sensor are list in Table 3.2. Although the 
resolution of the new sensor is far less than the previous one, that is enough 
for use regarding our tracking and surveillance purpose. But on the other 
hand, the new CMOS sensor provides global shutter, auto exposure and auto 
white balance that are not available in the previous image sensor. There is a 
voltage regulator on the camera module which provides a stable low drop-out 
step down 3.3V from the 5.0V input power source. The sensor system clock 
source is provided by an oscillator of 27MHz on board of the camera module. 
Moreover, the sockets on the camera module also provide data bus connection 
between the interfacing module and the MCU module. 
I I MT9T0Q1 MT9V032 
Imager size 1/2 inch 1 /3 inch 
(6.55mm x 4.92mm) (4.51mm x 2.88mm) 
Full resolution 2048 x 1536 752 x 480 
Frame rate up to lOOfps •480 x 320 60fps •full resolution 
Shutter type electronic rolling shutter global shutter 
Auto exposure/color gain not available available 
Data output format raw Bayer raw Bayer 
Data output mode parallel parallel/serial 
ADC resolution 10-bit 10-bit 
Dynamic range 61dB >55dB/>80-100dB 
(high dynamic mode) 
Clock rate 48MHz 27MHz 
Supply voltage 3.3V 3.3V 
Power consumption 240mW <320mW 
Table 3.2: Comparing MT9T001 and MT9V032 CMOS image sensor 
B. Interfacing Module 
As mentioned above, the interfacing module (Figure 3.10) will be connected to 
the camera module to form a complete image acquisition device of the camera 
system. The major uses of the interfacing module are to provide data logic level 
translation to the Gumstix Overo Computer-on-Module and that of the image 
sensor and also two communication connections (including I^C and UART. It 
includes the following voltage level transitions: 1.8VO3.3V, 1.8VG5.0V and 
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I I H I i l B S B M h H I 
(a) Front view (b) Back view 
Figure 3.10: Interfacing module of new camera system 
I K n y m k M m^^mm^^ 
• b ^ H 
(a) Front view (b) Back view 
Figure 3.11: MCU module of new camera system 
3.3Vo5.0V. Besides, the interfacing module contains electronic components 
for voltage step-up from 3.3V to 5.0V, data deserialization for converting serial 
data to parallel data, and clock source (27MHz) for the deserializer. Similar 
to the camera module, the interfacing module also has sockets for data bus 
connection but with an addition external power supply connector. 
C. M C U Module 
Different from the camera module and the interfacing module for providing im-
age acquisition function on the camera system, the MCU module (Figure 3.11) 
is to provide servo control for the biaxial pan-tilt platform. The MCU module 
has a micro-controller unit (ATmegal28) to generate PWM signals for control-
ling angular positions of RC (Remote-Controlled) servos. Besides, the analog 
to digital converters (ADCs) on the micro-controller unit will be used to tell 
the angular positions of the RC servos through measuring the voltage of its 
potentiometer inside. The voltage regulator on board is used to provide sta-
ble power supply to the micro-controller unit while the power supply to the 
RC servos is provided through external connector to power source directly. 
There are also sockets on the MCU module for UART communication, servo 
connections and micro-controller programming (JTAG interface). 
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Stacking Configurations 
There are two stacking configurations for the new camera system namely the 
parallel mode and the serial mode. In parallel stacking configuration, the 
camera module is directly aligned and plugged onto the interfacing module 
with the sockets. While in serial stacking configuration, the camera module 
is connected to the interfacing module through an Ethernet cable and can be 
plugged onto the MCU module that mounting on a pan-tilt platform. Fol-
lowing shows the images of the two stacking configurations (Figure 3.12) and 
features supported by each mode. 
I. Parallel Mode 
Under parallel stacking mode, the image sensor is directly interfaced to the 
embedded Computer-on-Module through a parallel data bus. This configura-
tion provides flexibility for initial stage of hardware diagnosis and sensor driver 
development on the Linux system. It also provides capability for standalone 
use of the camera system on mini-helicopter not requiring the lengthy Ethernet 
cable connection and installation of the pan-tilt platform. 
I I . Serial Mode 
With the serial stacking mode, the image sensor is configured to generate serial 
(LVDS) data outputs and the image data is transferred through an Ethernet 
cable to the interfacing board. On the interfacing board, there is a deserializer 
to convert the serial image data back to parallel image data before interfacing 
H B R M B F 
(a) Parallel mode (b) Serial mode 
Figure 3.12: Stacking configurations of new camera system 
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to the embedded Compiiter-on-Module. The camera module can be plugged 
onto the MCU module that mounting on a pan-tilt platform. UART communi-
cation between the embedded Computer-on-Module and the micro-controller 
imit for RC servo control is also established through the Ethernet connection. 
System Imaging Performance 
Since we are using a new image sensor : [ 
(MT9V032) for the camera system, … 警 師 
new sensor driver has to be written 
on the embedded Linux system in or- „ 
der to make configuration for the new 
image sensor. The good news is that J ^ ^ ^ g j ^ ^ K B j t ^ ^ ^ ^ M 
both the previous sensor (MT9T001) (a) Resolution： 368 x 240, w/o auto 
and the new sensor are developed by exposure/color gain 
Aptina/Micron Imaging. Therefore, • . • . 
they have similar register naming and • . 护 
settings. Moreover, they get the same F W m ^ K m ' ' ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
image output format, i.e. Bayer color • • 
pattern, so the previous driver frame-
work can be reused with addition-
al register changes. Major configu-
rations on the new sensor driver in- (b) Resolution： 752x480, w/o auto 
elude the color arrangement of Bay- exposure/color gain 
er pattern, the image resolution, se- I M — i ^ H — Wj^M 
rial data output mode and the auto 
exposure and auto color gain (white 
balance) functions. Figure 3.13a to W H W ^ 
Figure 3.13c show two different reso-
configurations (752 x 480 and 
368 X 240) of the image retrieved on H ^ H H H ^ H k I S ^ ^ S M 
the embedded system and the images ⑷ Resolution: 752 x 480, with au-
retrieved with auto exposure and au- exposure/color gain 
to white balance being enabled. Figure 3.13: Imaging performance of 
new image sensor 
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Comparing Shutter Effect 
As mentioned in Section 2.1.2, line-scan type CMOS image sensor will suffer 
from rolling shutter effect under severe vibration and resulted in distorted 
image such that rigid objects will appear to have sheared or bended, while 
area-scan type (global shutter) CMOS image sensor can still maintain original 
shape of object even under severe vibration. 
In order to evaluate performance of our new image sensor offering global 
shutter, we have performed an experiment to compare the new camera mod-
ule to that of a web camera having image sensor with rolling shutter. Both 
cameras are connected to the embedded system for image recording. We have 
used a rigid carbon-fiber tube to demonstrate and evaluate the shutter effect. 
By swinging the carbon-fiber tube at a fix distance from the two cameras it 
is found that the rigid carbon-fiber tube appears to have bended in the image 
captured by the web camera with rolling shutter, while it remains straight in 
the image captured by our new camera module offering global shutter (Fig-
ure 3.14). 
讀讓 IbSI 
(a) Cameras connected to the em- (b) A rigid carbon-fiber tube 
bedded system 
• H 
(c) Image captured by web camera (d) Image captured by our new 
camera module 
Figure 3.14: Setup and images captured for evaluating shutter performance 
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3.3.2 View-stabilizing Pan-tilt Platform 
At the beginning of this section, we have discussed the need for a pan-tilt plat-
fonn so as to keep tracked target within the camera's field of view wherever 
the UAV locates and maintain a downward-looking orientation of the camera 
in assisting aerial image mosaic building on fix-wing aircraft. In the following 
parts, we will look into details on the specifications and features of the pan-
tilt platforms we selected to use and customized for installation on our UAVs. 
Besides, we will also show how we achieve image view-stabilization by inte-
gmting the biaxial camera platform with a tiny off-the-shelf aircraft autopilot 
that consisting inertial sensors. 
Figure 3.15: Pan-tilt kits from Lynxmotion, micro version (left) and standard 
version (right) 
Selection and Design of Pan-tilt Platform 
In developing the camera pan-tilt platform for our UAVs, three versions of the 
platform have been evolved. The first two versions of pan-tilt platforms were 
bought from Lynxmotion (see Figure 3.15). They are off-the-shelf pan-tilt kits 
that provide co-axial rotating configuration with ball-bearings at joints and are 
actuated by a pair of RC servos. Our camera system can be mounted on the 
servo brackets of the pan-tilt platform and adjust the orientation of platform 
through commanding the RC servos by the MCU module. Table 3.3 lists the 
specifications and features for the two versions of pan-tilt platform. Major 
differences between the two are their dimensions, weight and servos used. 
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Spec./Features || Standard Kit | Micro Kit 
Material aluminum aluminum 
Weight 140g (include servos) 85g (include servos) 
Dimensions 58nim(L)x54mm(W) 78mm(L)x44mm(w) 
x84mm(H) x90mm(H) 
Axis configuration co-axial co-axial 
Servo type standard servo micro servo 
Modulation analog analog 
Torque 3.30kg-cm @4.8V 3.0kg-cm •4.8V 
Speed 0.21sec/60° •4.8V 0.16sec/60° @4.8V 
Motor type 3-pole ferrite 3-pole ferrite 
Gear type nylon nylon 
Operation range 180。 180。 
Table 3.3: Specifications and features of pan-tilt kit used 
Initial color blob tracking test- ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ m m m ^ ^ 
s were performed with the standard ^ 
pan-tilt kit. And later on, we moved 冬 
to the micro pan-tilt kit in order to H i ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ i ^ ^ i l H 
reduce the system weight and ser- ^ ^ ^ S ^ I ^ ^ P V ^ ^ ^ I B 
vo size. Further customization were 
made on the micro pan-tilt kit to re- I ^ ^ ^ H B ^ ^ ' 
place one of its servo bracket with our ^ t B ^ r ^ ^ M f 作 
RP (Rapid Prototype) parts (see Fig-
” … r p i d d ‘ 11 Figure 3.16: Customized micro pan-tilt 
ure 3.16). The new RP parts allow us kit 
to mount an additional off-the-shelf 
analog CCD camera to the pan-tilt platform, such that real-time video from 
the UAV can stream down to ground station for system monitoring (e.g. to 
know whether target is being tracked) and at the same time assisting search 
and rescue task through manual checking. In Figure 3.16, it also shows that 
an IR (infrared) pass filter is being used to cover our digital camera module. 
It is used for filtering off (suppressing) visible light and help us to detect IR 
illuminating point. More details regarding the IR point detector and its usage 
will be mentioned in Chapter 4. 
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(a) Downward view (b) Upward view 
Figure 3.17: CAD drawings of pan-tilt platform for foam airplane 
The third version of the pan-tilt 
, 龜 _ 薩— platform (Figure 3.18) is a tailor-
^ made design for the camera module 
J ( ' ^ ' J ^ ^ ^ H j ^ ^ ^ ^ U f t i and is being used on the small EPS 
r m ^ ^ ^ H ^ P foam fix-wing airplane in our labora-
M tory for performing surveillance and 
, ^ aerial mosaicking task. The pan-tilt 
h r ^ ^ F ^ ' ； platform is assembled with RP parts 
Figure 3.18: Pan-tilt platform installed ^ a t we design (see Figure 3.17) and 
on foam airplane actuated by two sub-micro RC ser-
vos. The camera module is attached 
to the sub-micro servo mounting on the inner frame that controls the camera's 
pitching while the inner frame is attached to the sub-micro servo mounting on 
the outer frame that controls its rolling, i.e. the camera's rolling. The new 
camera pan-tilt platform is also in co-axial configuration but at the same time 
with a faster response (servo speed: 0.14sec/60° @4.8V) and large reduction 
in weight (weight: 46g, including servos) when compared to previous versions 
of pan-tilt platform. 
Servo Modification for Angular Position Feedback 
In the first two version of pan-tilt platform, we have also made some hacking 
on the RC servos. Since typical RC servo does not have position outputs while 
only position inputs are allowed. It also takes time for the RC servo to move to 
the commanded position. If we assume the commanded position is the current 
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sei-vo angular position, then a large error may be involved in calculating the 
target geo-location. So a mean to get an accurate angular position of the RC 
servo is to use the voltage level of the potentiometer inside (see Figure 3.19a). 
When the angular position of the RC servo changed, the voltage level of the 
potentiometer inside will also change. By reading the voltage level of the po-
tentiometer inside the RC servo using analog to digital converter (ADC) on 
the micro-controller unit of MCU module, we are able to estimate the current 
angular position of the RC servo. 
Consider the micro RC servo we used in the second version of pan-tilt 
platform, the voltage range recorded from the potentiometer is around 590mV 
to 1.97V for 180° rotation, therefore the internal voltage reference (2.56V) on 
the micro-controller unit is used. The overall resolution of the angular position 
of the RC servo calculated is around 0.35°, which is acceptably close to typical 
resolution of a RC servo. 
W 
(a) Internal control board, potentiome- (b) Modified RC servo with wiring for 
ter and motor of RC servo position feedback 
Figure 3.19: Servo hacking for angular position feedback 
View-stabilization with Inertial Sensors 
There are always attitude changes on fuselage of the aerial platforms when 
they try to make turns. Especially for the fixed-wing model planes, they do 
make large banking angle when performing turns. Therefore, images captured 
by a camera that fixed to the aerial platform will appear quite shaking and 
have large view changes when they make turns. 
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For that we try to make use of the attitude data (pitch and roll angles) 
output from an off-the-shelf aircraft autopilot system to adjust the camera's 
orientation through the RC servos on the pan-tilt platform so as to compensate 
the view change. The autopilot system we used is an Inertial Attitude Sta-
bilizing System (FY-21AP) developed by FeiyuTech. It integrates 3-axis gyro 
and 3-axis accelerometer to provide auto balancing and piloting for fixed-wing 
model aircraft. However, the data rate of the attitude output from the autopi-
lot system is only lOHz and there is latency on the attitude output. Therefore, 
we can not achieve satisfactory view-stabilizing results with the above method. 
But on the other hand, we notice that servo control by the autopilot system 
under its auto balancing mode is quite responsive. Thus, we decide to make use 
of the auto balancing feature of the autopilot system, which originally used 
for adjusting flight controls to aileron and elevator for maintaining balance 
when there is attitude change, for adjusting controls to the pan-tilt platform 
and achieve image view-stabilization. Through modifying the control gains of 
the system's PID-controller, direction of servo control output and the servo 
angular range, we can maintain the camera in a downward looking orientation 
and a minimum view change even there is large variation in attitude of the 
UAV platform. Figure 3.20 shows the two configurations for mounting the 
autopilot on the pan-tilt platform for view-stabilization. 
• ton 
(a) On 2nd version of pan-tilt platform (b) On 3rd version of pan-tilt platform 
Figure 3.20: Autopilot on pan-tilt platform for view-stabilization 
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3.4 Overall System Architecture and UAV In-
tegration 
In this section, we show the system architecture for the biaxial vision system 
we developed and how we customized the camera mounting and fuselage for 
best fit aerial platform integration. In Figure 3.21, we show the block diagram 
of the vision system that used for performing real-time aerial mosaicking task. 
I I ？二二： V - ‘； Ground Base Computer 
i I Ground Base Station I ； for Building Aerial Mosaic 
； I > Wireless Router 丨 | . _ . • z I Visron System on UAV 
； I WiFi 丨 j ； 
； 丨 802.11g ‘ 丨 • •• I . 丨 • 
： j LAN j ！ • I Integrated Cameras ！ i Embedded j : 
• I ,, I I I I and Servo Controller i ！ Processing and i • 
• I I I I I Modules I I Interfacing Modules ‘ ！ 
\ I Desktop PC/ I j I I ] I j J 
J j Notebook PC ！ • • I ‘ 丨  • 
； I I ‘ ； ！ CMOS Image 12-wjre serial | Camera I : 
： L _ ! 丨 ： • I Sensor (Digital) ^ ； , 2 C / U A R T | ” 二 二 “ ^ 门 | •• 
I I Inertial Navigation I | I UART | j I 益 I •• 
！ I P i lo t ing M o d u l e s i ! I , i ！ 
‘ , , I j W,Fi I • 
！ I I j I I 802.11g I I 
: I ^ GPS Antenna ‘ I ATmega128 j I \ Gumstix Overo 妄 | I 
: I Z I I M C U I ' / Fire (COM) ^ I ； 
！ I UART I I 丨  I SPI / I •• 
： I , , I I P W M I , UART I I 
！ I Inertial Sensor / , p ‘ I , I : 
； I Auto-Pi lol System 4 ~ i _ _ 日 丨 M i c r o i , Serial Expansion I • 
• I (FY-21AP) I I Servos Platform I , Board (SPI-UART) ^  | I 
• 一 一 — 一 一 一 J I I I I 
！ UART ‘ I 
瓣 華 • 櫸 冊 傘 • 鲁 • • 條 • 鲁 寒 • 鲁 拳 • • 藝 雖 眷 • • 瓣 雖 • 春 • 
Figure 3.21: Block diagram of the overall system 
There are three main parts of the vision system: l)the embedded processing 
and interfacing module - it interfaces to the image acquisition device, connects 
to external sensors, performs vision processing on the retrieved images and 
provides data transmission to the ground base station; 2)the integrated cam-
era and servo controller module - it captures images and transfers them to the 
embedded processing system, obtains servo angular position feedback and con-
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ti-ols the pan-tilt platform when used (e.g. for target tracking); 3)the inertial 
navigation/piloting module - it provides inertial and position information to 
the embedded processing system and controls the pan-tilt platform for view-
stabilization. And, at the ground base station, we have got a wireless adapter 
for receiving the image data and performing aerial mosaicking on a laptop PC. 
The system architecture for performing target tracking task is similar, but 
with the tracker implemented on the embedded processing system. Only po-
sition of the tracked target and angular change of the pan-tilt platform are 
transmitted to the ground base station while an additional analog CCD cam-
era is used for real-time monitoring. 
Serial Expansion Board 
In order to allow the Gumstix Computer-on-Module to connect to more ex-
ternal sensors (typically use the UART interface for communication, e.g. the 
autopilot FY-21AP), a serial expansion board (see Figure 3.22a) has been 
developed. It is mainly used for converting the SPI communication data pro-
tocol to that of UART with specific conversion IC. Two UART communica-
tion interfaces in total have been established with the SPI data port on the 
Computer-on-Module. And through user-space program, we can configure the 
SPI-to-UART conversion IC with required data rate and data bit supported 
by the connected sensors. With use of some small RP parts, we have also put 
the serial expansion board, the embedded processing board and the camera 
interfacing module in stacks for easier system integration on UAV platforms 
(see Figure 3.22b). 
(a) SPI-to-UART serial expansion (b) Print circuit board (PCB) s-
board tacks 
Figure 3.22: System boards of the embedded platform 
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IKbB HELflH 
(a) Installation of pan-tilt platform on (b) The 1/4 scale Super Cub fix-wing 
airplane airplane 
Figure 3.23: Vision system on large fix-wing airplane 
iw j l ^m 
(a) Installation of pan-tilt platform on (b) The EPS foam fix-wing airplane 
airplane 
Figure 3.24: Vision system on hand-launch foam fix-wing airplane 
System Integration on UAV 
With considerations on the air drag, protection of the vision system and uni-
fication of the UAV platform, we have cut the plane belly and customized our 
camera pan-tilt platform to fit the space available. Figure 3.23 show the sys-
tem integration for our second version pan-tilt platform on a 1/4 scale Super 
Cub fix-wing airplane. The airplane has a large wing span and propels with 
a 2-stroke engine that makes it suitable for long distant and long endurance 
flight with large payload (approximately 3kg). However, it requires a runway 
for taking off and landing and it is so large in size. Therefore, we have moved 
to a hand-launch foam fix-wing airplane instead which would be easier and 
safer to carry out experiments at initial development stage, though the pay-
load is much smaller (approximately 1.2kg). And that is the reason why we 
have our third version of the camera pan-tilt platform. Figure 3.24 show the 
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iiitegTatioii for the vision system on the foam airplane. Apart iroin airplane, 
we have also performed experiments with the gasoline helicopter that mount-
ed with the second version pan-tilt platform. All tests of the vision system 
that carried out on the aerial platforms mentioned above show that the image 
acquisition system is able to provide clear, shear- and jitter-free images. 
• End of chapter. 
Chapter 4 
Target Tracking and 
Geo-locating 
One of the applications for the embedded vision system we developed would 
be to track an interested ground target and locate it from the image view 
point to the geodetic coordinates (i.e. latitude, longitude, and elevation). The 
geodetic location obtained after processing could be used for reconnaissance 
and aiding search and rescue missions. Or, when incorporating with control 
of the UAV, for example, to automatically landing a miniature helicopter at a 
marked location. 
This chapter focuses on the methods we use and algorithms we have ap-
plied to achieve the objective of tracking an interested target and locating 
it in the geographic coordinates with the images, inertial and geodetic data 
obtained from the embedded vision system we developed and sensors on the 
UAV platform. First of all, we will have an overview on the camera calibration 
processes we have taken to obtain camera parameters which are required for 
converting the pixel data into metric information to be used on target geo-
locating. Then, from our point of application, we show the image features we 
choose for object detection and algorithms we apply for tracking. In order 
to keep the the tracked target inside the camera's field of view, an PID con-
troller is also introduced to the camera pan-tilt platform for centering target 
in images. Finally, we will show how we geo-locate the tracked target through 
a vector addition method. System setup for the experiments, the results we 
obtained and a general discussion will be given at the end of the chapter. 
50 
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4.1 Camera Calibration 
In computer vision, camera cal ibrat ion is usually carried out to retrieve the 
metric informat ion required for 3-D reconstruction w i t h the use of 2-D images 
perceived by camera. There are many publications, [39, 78, 44, 55, 72, 84] to 
cite a few, regarding the techniques used for camera calibration, f rom captur-
ing images w i th precise 3-D cal ibrat ing object to general static scenes. And 
now, camera cal ibrat ion is considered a solved problem in the computer vision 
community. Among all the techniques available, the method suggested by [84 
to calibrate a camera by observing a planar pat tern (also know as chessboard) 
f rom different orientations is considered to be robust, flexible and reliable. 
There is a popular cal ibrat ion toolbox [29] available on the Internet imple-
mented the corresponding cal ibrat ion method and w i th further improvements. 
In the embedded vision system we developed, we also make use of this toolbox 
for cal ibrat ing our camera. 
The camera cal ibrat ion process in general is to determine the metric to 
pixel relation, which is also known as the intr insic parameters of camera. For 
estimating the geographical posit ion of a ground target in the images cap-
tured by a camera mount ing on an aerial plat form, we also need to know this 
relation, although there are st i l l a series of t ransformation required for con-
vert ing from the image coordinates to the geographic coordinates. Besides the 
intr insic parameters, camera lens distortions are also determined dur ing the 
cal ibrat ion process. Before we move to the cal ibrat ion process w i th the use 
of the cal ibration toolbox, we wi l l first look into the camera model and lens 
distort ion model that involve in camera calibration. 
4.1.1 The Perspective Camera Model 
A camera model provides the geometric relation between the three-dimensional 
physical world to the two-dimensional images perceive on the image sensor. In 
the following, we are referring to the perspective project ion camera model 
as described in [30], while more detailed model and further derivation of the 
camera model can be found in [56，45 . 
Figure 4.1 shows the pinhole camera geometry for the project ion of a point 
Q = (X , Z) in the 3-D camera coordinate on to a frontal image plane at 




0 " f ) Optical axis 
/ 
Center of projection Z 
/ Image plane 
Figure 4.1: Frontal perspective image projection, f rom [30 
a posit ion of g 二、oc,,y'J、through the center of project ion (i.e. the optical 
center). The posit ion where the optical axis passing through the image plane 
is referred as the pr incipal point and f here denotes the camera focal length. 
We can express the relation for the project ion by similar triangles as: 
X Y 
工 ' = f j y' = f-^ (4.1) 
However, in real si tuat ion for camera manufacturing, i t is hardly possible 
for al igning the center of the image sensor to be exactly at the pr incipal point. 
Therefore, addit ional parameters C工 and Cy are added to the project ion equa-
tions in (4.1) for mapping the point in 3-D camera coordinate to the image 
coordinate; 
, (X\ fY\ 
工 = [ j j + Ci, V = fy ( i ) + Cy (4.2) 
where and fy are camera focal length in the horizontal and vertical axis 
respectively, they are actually the products of lens focal length (F ) and the 
size of pixel element (5^,5^) in the corresponding axises, i.e. f 工 = F s 工 and 
fy = Fsy, thus they defines the conversion from metric uni t to pixel uni t ; 
while, Cx and Cy defines the cciiter of project ion on image plane. 
By expressing the above equations in homogeneous coordinates, the pro-
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ject ion of the point in 3-D camera coordinate {ijk frame) into the 2-D image 
coordinate can be summarized in the following mat r ix form: 
工' fx 0 Cx X 
q 二 MQ y' = 0 fy Cy Y (4.3) 
w 0 0 1 Z 
」 I— 」 L •一 
Since the point q is expressed in homogeneous coordinates, i t is required to 
divide both x' and y' by w in order to obtain the previous equations defined in 
(4.2). And here, the parameters in the 3-by-3 M mat r ix are called the intrinsic 
parameters and the mat r ix is known as the intrinsic mat r ix for the camera. 
4.1.2 Camera Lens Distortions 
W i t h a pinhole camera, only very small amount of l ight can pass through the 
pinhole, therefore i t takes very long t ime for exposing an image. In order to 
increase the frame rate and gather more l ight, lens is usually used in a camera 
while the pinhole camera imaging geometry can st i l l be held. However, due 
to imperfection of lens, distort ion always appears on the perceived images. 
There are mainly two common types of lens distortions: l ) rad ia l distort ion 
and 2)tangential distort ion. Radial distortions arise as a result of the shape 
of lens, whereas tangential distortions arise f rom the assembly process of the 
camera as a whole. 
The radial distort ion of camera lens can be modeled and corrected by the 
following equations: 
4 = X' (1 + ky + k2r各 + ksT'e) 
y'c = 2/ (1 + /cir2 + k2r ' + ks r ' ) (‘‘） 
where , y' are the original locations of distorted image point and jc'�y'^ are 
the new locations after correction. 
Similarly, the tangential distort ion can be characterized by the following 
equations w i th another two parameters, pi and p2: 
y'c = y' + bi + (4-5) 
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liei.e, r is the pixel distance from the principal point and — = (V — + 
- C y ? . 
We can apply undistort ion to the images by combining the above radial and 
tangential distort ion model equations after performing the camera cal ibrat ion 
as follows: 
叫 二（1 + k y + + ksr') H + P 仍 + 仍(―+ 2 , 
yp. Vd Pi {r^ + 2yl) + Ip^XdVd 
L- � -
where [x^, yd] and [x^, y^] are the distorted and undistorted pixel coordinates 
respectively and r is the pixel distance f rom the principal point, i.e. r^ = 
C 〜 - c y 2 + ( 紛 — C y f . 
4.1.3 Calibration Toolbox and Results 
There are actually many software tools available on the Internet for camera 
calibration. Most of them are provided by the researchers that incorporated 
their own techniques for camera calibration. Among all, the camera cal ibrat ion 
toolbox for M A T L A B [29] and the camera cal ibration functions provided in 
the OpenCV l ibrary [18] are known to be flexible, reliable and readily available 
on the Internet for cal ibrat ing a camera. 
Since the camera cal ibration toolbox for M A T L A B provides more flexibil-
i ty in parameters control than cal ibration functions provided in the OpenCV 
l ibrary, and i t also has an user interface (see Figure 4.2) for assisting the cal-
ibrat ion process while users are required to wr i te their own programs w i t h 
the cal ibrat ion functions in OpenCV l ibrary in order to calibrate the camera, 
therefore, cal ibration for our vision system are mostly carried out w i t h the 
camera cal ibrat ion toolbox for M A T L A B while the cal ibration functions in 
OpenCV l ibrary have been used for further verif ication and comparison. 
L Image names || Read images || Extract grid comers Calibration 
； S h o w Extrinsic || Reproject on imageTll Analyse error Recomp. corners | 
雄 Add/Suppress images""! Save 1 Load 1 Exit | 
ill Comp. Extrinsic || Undistort image Export calib data || Show calib results | 
Figure 4.2: G U I of the camera calibration toolbox for M A T L A B 
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Calibration images Exi,ac.odcomers 
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Xc camera frame) 
(a) All calibration images (b) Extracted corners on chess-
board 
Figure 4.3: Corner extract ion process for camera cal ibrat ion 
Extrinsic parameters (camera-centered) Extrinsic parameters (world-cenlered) 
：丨I • 德 . 
100 Y 
0 w^ortd ™。d 
(a) Camera-centered view (b) World-centered view 
Figure 4.4: Extr insic parameters of calibrated images 
The cal ibrat ion process requires taking images of a planar (i.e. chessboard) 
pat tern that have a rich coverage of the camera's field of view w i th different 
board/camera orientations using the camera to be calibrated. So, we have 
taken 20 images w i th resolution of 368 x 240 of a planar chessboard at different 
orientations using the camera of our vision system w i th a fixed focus (i.e. fixed 
focal length) at distant object. We don't have any specification of the lens we 
used, but we know that the lens is a wide angle lens. Af ter taken the images, 
then we pass them to the M A T L A B calibration toolbox for calibrations. 
The cal ibration is based on exploit ing the orthonormal constraints of the 
homography that maps the corner points on a planar pattern in the object 
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h,ame to that appear on the image in the camera frame. Lens distort ions are 
ignored at the beginning, and after determined an in i t ia l set of intrinsic pa-
rameters, the fu l l sets of parameters including the distort ion parameters (wi th 
01, w i thout in i t ia l guess) are then determined by min imiz ing the reprojection 
errors using nonlinear opt imizat ion. Refer to [84, 30] for further details. 
Table 4.1 shows the cal ibrat ion results obtained w i th the camera cal ibrat ion 
toolbox for M A T L A B : 
M A T L A B cal ibrat ion results (w i th uncertainties) 
Focal length: fc = [ 285.16389, 294.14669 ] ± [ 1.04383, 1.09785 ] 
Pr incipal point: cc = 丨 200.30611, 112.97155 丨 士 丨 1.95810, 1.46219 ] 
Skew: alpha_c = [ 0.00000 ] 士 [ 0.00000 ] 
Distort ion: kc = [ -0.39674, 0.16797, 0.00019, —0.00009，0.00000 ] 
士 [ 0 . 0 0 7 2 4， 0 . 0 1 3 6 0， 0 . 0 0 0 7 9 , 0 . 0 0 0 8 0’ 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 ] 
Pixel error: err 二 [ 0.19588, 0.20687 ] 
Table 4.1: Cal ibrat ion results using toolbox for M A T L A B 
OpenCV cal ibrat ion results 
Focal length: fc = [ 285.30484, 294.28702 ] 
Pr incipal point: cc = [ 200.77783, 112.46777 ] 
Distort ion: kc = [ -0.39837, 0.17061, 0.00028，-0.00023, 0.00000] 
Table 4.2: Cal ibrat ion results using functions in OpenCV l ibrary 
We have also verified the calibrated results w i th that obtained using the 
OpenCV l ibrary and found that they are coincided to each other w i th very 
small deviations (see Table 4.2). 
4.2 Selection of Object Features and Trackers 
Object tracking is the process of identi fying interested target in images, la-
beling and keep following i t f rom frame-to-frame in the camera video stream. 
There are different approaches developed for handling object tracking task 
83]. But all of them would required the process of selecting features to de-
scribe the target, ident i fy/detect the target in image and, follow and generate 
the posi t ion/ t ra jectory of the target in the video frames perceived by camera. 
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The choose of object features and method of tracking varies from application 
to application and the scenarios for which object tracking is carried out. The 
real-t ime capabil i ty for being operated under a desire processing system is also 
an impor tant concern. 
To describe an object in the image, generally color, edge and texture are 
used. Among them, color feature would be the simplest compared to edge and 
texture features. However, color feature would be more sensitive to i l lumina-
t ion change than the other two. Unt i l last decade, point features become so 
popular for object description when they demonstrate their strong invariant 
to rotat ion, scale and i l luminat ion changes. Beginning from the early Harris 
corner detector [43], t i l l nowadays, S IFT (Scale-Invariant Feature Transform) 
53] and SURF (Speeded Up Robust Features) [25] are the two well known, 
state-of-the-art robust point descriptor algorithms that widely used for object 
detection and matching. 
Here we consider our tracking problem as being to follow an interested 
target provided through user input (e.g. select the target in image w i th a 
window) and, then labeling i t and ident i fy ing its posit ion over all the video 
frames. Since the video frames perceived by the embedded vision system on 
the UAV plat form would mostly be the aerial image of ground landscape, 
constructions and transports, while the interested target could be a car in 
red, a bui ld ing or any specific pattern appearing on ground surface, among all 
possible image features, color and point features would be considered to be our 
desired features to be used for tracking interested target on ground for their 
robustness (point features) and simplici ty to use (color feature). 
However, f rom [32], we know that these computat ional complicated point 
feature descriptors (SIFT, SURF) cannot be run efficiently on embedded sys-
tem wi thout being modified and optimized. Since i t w i l l take lot more effort 
to modi fy the point descriptor algorithms and optimize them for use on the 
embedded vision system w i th DSP and/or GPU, we therefore resort to the 
computat ional less expensive Harris corner descriptor for being applied to our 
tracking program running on the embedded system for early testing stage. In 
the following parts, we wi l l describe the corner descriptor, the color histogram 
and the kernel based methods for corresponding inter-frame target we used for 
object tracking. 
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4.2.1 Harris Corner Detection 
The Harris corner detector is to find local pixel region defined by a small 
window where m in imum shift of the window leads to large change in image 
intensity. Since large intensity changes usually locate at intersection of lines 
(i.e. corner) or isolated point, so the detector is known as a corner detector. 
According to [43] and [41], we can formulate the intensity change E in an 
image window for a shift of {u, v) as follows: 
E (u, v) = (X, y ) [ / ( x - h u , y ^ v ) - / (x, y)f (4.7) 
where w{x,y) is the funct ion specifying the image window: can be a binary 
or Gaussian function, and I{x,y) is the image intensity at the image posit ion 
( > ’ " ) . 
For small value of shifts {u, v), we can approximate I (x + u,y + v) by Taylor 
expansion up to the first order term as; 
I(x + u,y + v) ^ I(x,y)-{- ul工(x, y) + vly (x, y) (4.8) 
where 4 and ly are the part ia l derivatives of I along x and y direction. 
Then we substi tute Equat ion 4.8 into Equat ion 4.7 to obtain: 
E ( �y ) = 川(工,y) ll{x + u,y^v)- I (X’ 
~ (.r，？/) [, (>’ y) + ？i/z (工’ y) + vly y) - I y)f 
~ 比(工’ y) [ulx {x, y) + v l y ( X , y)f (4.9) 
( R /2 I / 1 \ 
广 y [u^vf 
\ U^^y ly \ J 
So the intensity change E can be rewri t ten as follows for small shift {u, v): 
E (u, v) ^ [？v] M [1^ ，v]^  (4.10) 
r V /2 y I r 
where M = 丫 ^ ； i s called the Harris mat r ix (also known as 
I x i y Z_jyj iy _ 
the autocorrelation matr ix ) which captures the intensity structure [37] of the 
local neighborhood of image posit ion {x,y) and denotes summation over 
the image window w. 
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Harris corners are places in the image where the autocorrelat ion mat r ix has 
two large eigenvalues. In developing a test program for tracking an interested 
target in the perceived images from the camera of the embedded vision system, 
we make use of the bui ld in feature detection routine (cvGoodFeaturesToTrack) 
of OpenCV l ibrary that implements an improved version of Harris corner de-
tector which defines Harris corner as good corners when the smaller eigenvalue 
of the autocorrelation mat r ix was greater than a m in imum threshold [71". 
4.2.2 Color Histogram 
Apar t f rom the Harris corner detector, we have also made use of color his-
togram for object tracking. A color histogram is usually used to represent the 
color d is t r ibut ion of an object. I t is a classical tool used in computer vision for 
object recognition and object tracking by analyzing the color statistic of object 
over image frames [30]. I t is a simply count on the pixel color that fal l into 
the color range separating by different bins and spanning over the color space. 
Color histogram of an object is relatively invariant to translat ion and rotat ion 
about its viewing axis but w i th small variat ion when its viewing angle changes. 
And by converting the image in RGB color space to the i l luminat ion invariant 
RG-Chromat ic i ty space, color histogram can also be used in situations w i th 
l ight ing change [3]. For our application on UAV, for example, to observe and 
keep tracking a red car using the embedded vision system on the UAV cruising 
at a high alt i tude. The angular change of viewing axis on the car would be 
small at such high al t i tude level while only translat ional and rotat ional mot ion 
of the car would be prominent. Therefore, color histogram would be a useful 
tool for us to develop a object tracking system on UAVs. 
4.2.3 KLT and Mean-shift Tracker 
Generally, the Harris corner and color histogram are only used to identify 
and describe the object in an image. To keep tracking the object between 
video frames, we would not repeat the process to extract the Harris corners or 
comput ing the color histogram again in every video frame, as these steps usu-
ally require hight computat ional cost. Instead, kernel based tracking methods 
(trackers) are usually used accompanying w i th the corner detector and color 
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histogram created for object tracking. The Kanade-Lucas-Tomasi (KLT ) foa-
t i i re tracker and the mean-shift tracker are the two trackers that we have used 
for our application. 
The KLT Feature Tracker 
The Kanade-Lucas-Tomasi (KLT ) feature tracker [26] is a tracking algor i thm 
based on the Lucas-Kanade optical flow [54, 76] that i terat ively running on 
different levels of the Gaussian pyramid of the image. Through the Lucas-
Kanade optical flow, we can approximate the mot ion of the object that we are 
interested in an image. 
Referring to [30], the derivation of Lucas-Kanade optical flow equation 
starts by the assumption on brightness consistency, that is inter-frame object 
intensity remains unchanged although there may be changes in position: 
I[x + u {x,y),y-hv {x,y) ,t] = I 1) (4.11) 
where I is the image intensity and, u and v are the flow components at image 
posit ion (x,y) at t ime frames t and t - 1. 
Assuming that u and v are small (i.e. small mot ion), we can make a first-order 
approximat ion of I[x + y\y + v{x, y), t] as: 
I[x-\-u{x,y),y^v{x,y),t]^ I [x, y,t]-hu (x, y) ^-h v (x, y) ^ (4.12) 
ox dy 
where dl/dx and dl/dy are the components of the image gradient at (x, y) 
and we denote them by I工 and 
By subst i tut ing Equat ion 4.12 into Equat ion 4.11, and denote I{x,y,t)-
/ ( 工 ， 仏 广 一 1 ) by I t , we end up obtain the optical flow equation: 
u l^ + v ly + = 0 (4.13) 
Since the optical flow equation is under-constrained, as there are two unknown 
礼 and V flow directions at a single pixel posit ion but we can st i l l solve 
the equation by assuming a constant flow w i th in the neighborhood (an image 
window) of the middle pixel. 
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Considering an image window of size M x TV, we can obtain n 二 M x N 
set of flow equations: 
lyl hi 
1x2 Iy2 U 112 
. 二- . （4.14) 
： ： V ： 
Jxn I yn_ Itn 
To solve the system of equations, we can set up a least-squares minimizat ion 
of the equations that is min\\Ad-, and solve the equations in the standard 
form of {A^A)d = A^b. 
Therefore, the n set of equations can be expressed as follows: 
EUy] te^/.l Q m 
T T Y- T r = — r r (4.15) 
U y l y V E 
^ ^ ^ . i 
A n d the solution for the flow is: 
= ( 4 . 1 6 ) 
V 
which is solvable when { A ^ A ) is invertible and has eigenvectors w i th two large 
eigenvalues. A n d that happens when the image window is locating at a corner 
region (corner feature) of the image, which also explain why the algor i thm is 
being used w i t h Harris corner detector for feature tracking. 
The Lucas-Kanade optical flow algor i thm is developed upon the assumption 
of small and continuous motion. However, w i th general camera operating at 
only 30fps, i t is not possible to satisfy such assumption as large and abrupt 
mot ion usually happens. In order to deal w i th the problem, the K L T feature 
tracking algori thm suggests applying Lucas-Kanade optical flow over different 
layers of the Gaussian image pyramid. I t solves for optical flow beginning 
f rom the coarsest image layer (i.e. the top most layer) and use the estimated 
result as the in i t ia l posit ion for next i terat ion for optical flow calculation at 
next finer image layer and keep on the i terat ion process unt i l the origin image 
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Figure 4.5: Opt ical flow over Gaussian pyramid of image, from [30 
(i.e. the finest and bot tom most layer) is reached ( i l lustrated in Figure 4.5). 
This approach can minimize situations that violate the mot ion assumption 
and applicable to long sequence of mot ion in video frames. In our project, 
the sparse optical flow routine (cvCalcOpticalFlowPyrLK) in the OpenCV 
l ibrary based on [28] has been used to estimate the positions for the given 
features in next video frame by comput ing the Lucas-Kanade optical flow over 
the image pyramid created. We can specify the region for the object we want 
to track in the perceived image and extract the corner features in this region, 
and then perform the pyramid Lucas-Kanade optical flow routine to track the 
interested object through the estimated feature locations reported. In order 
to get better estimation for center of the tracked object, a template matching 
technique using sum of square difference approach is used to match a template 
image (created by region specifying the object) w i th the neighborhood region 
that the features locate. 
The Mean-shift Tracker 
The 
mean-shift algor i thm is a data analysis technique for finding local max-
imum of data d is t r ibut ion through computing the gradient of an estimated 
probabi l i ty density function. 
According to [75], we can use the kernel density estimation approach to 
estimate the density funct ion f{x) of a data set through convolving the data 
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wi th a kernel K of w id th /i, i.e.: 
I ⑷ = 丄•力=E ( " "“了 / f ) (4.17) 
I i \ / 
where x^ are the data samples and k{r) is the kernel function. 
Af ter obtaining the density function, gradient ascent technique can be used 
for f inding local maxima. However, i t would be inefficient for comput ing f {x) 
over the ful l searching space. So, the mean-shift a lgor i thm uses a variant 
of the mult ip le restart gradient descent approach to estimate the gradient of 
data d is t r ibut ion instead (a hi l l -c l imbing step is used in the computed gradient 
direction). 
By randomly picking sample data point Xi as a local max imum y “ mean-
shift computes the gradient of the density estimate f{x) at yk by: 
/ _ 2\ 
• / C^) = X ] [Ti 一 工)G (.r — 'TO = ^ - -t) (4.18) 
^ i \ J 
where g{r) = -k'{r), and k\r) is the first derivative of k{r) that can be 
obtained by convolving the inputs w i th the derivative kernel G{x). 
The gradient of the density funct ion can be rewr i t ten as 
— 一 
V / (x) = ^G{x-xi) m{x) (4.19) 
- i -
where 
會 ( 4 . 2 。 ） 
is called the mean-shift vector that denotes the difference between the weighted 
mean of neighbors Xi around x and the current value of x. 
By i terat ively replacing the current estimated max imum jjk w i th use of the 
mean-shift vector obtained in mean-shift procedure, i.e. at i terat ion k + 1; 
VM =yk + m [y,)=令 y 产 1 ) (4.21) 
L z G [Vk - ^z) 
the algor i thm is proved to converge to a local max imum of / ( x ) when mono-
tonical ly decreasing kernel function k ( r ) , such as the Epanechnikov kernel 
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^'E (") = niax (0.1 -厂）’ or the Gaussian kernel k^ ( r ) = exp ( - | r ) has been 
used [33 . 
The operation of mean-shift tracker based on the mean-shift a lgor i thm can 
be summarized as follows: 
1. Define a search window size 
2. Select the in i t ia l location of the search window (through user input by 
selecting the tracking target) 
3. Compute the local max imum (centroid) of data d is t r ibut ion in the search 
window (by mean-shift algori thm) 
4. Move the search window to the local max imum (centroid) of data com-
puted in step 3 
5. Repeat step 3 and 4 unt i l convergence or the mean-shift magnitude is 
below a threshold 
When performing object tracking in our project, the OpenCV routine func-
t ion (cvMeanShi f t ) that implemented the mean-shift a lgor i thm is used for 
locating the center of the interested target in image. Bu t instead of using arbi-
t rary set of data points, the color histogram is used as a measure on the feature 
(color) d is t r ibut ion of the target object. And start ing w i th the searching win-
dow being placed over the target object in an image frame, the cvMeanShi f t ( ) 
funct ion in OpenCV finds the new peak of feature d ist r ibut ion over the ob-
ject that produces the closest measure to the target in next image frame. By 
this, moving color object can be tracked over image sequence. Further de-
tails regarding the mean-shift a lgor i thm and how i t is being used for tracking 
non-rigid object can refer to [33, 34 . 
4.3 Target Auto-centering 
When performing surveillance or target tracking w i th a fast flying UAV, i t 
is common that interested target wi l l move out the camera's field of view so 
quickly if the camera can not keep an orientation directing to the target. I t is 
therefore necessary that we have a controller for the pan-t i l t p lat form which 
can maintain the interested target in the middle of images perceived by the 
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Figure 4.6: Coordinate assignment for the pan-t i l t system, from [61 
attached camera such that the fl ight system can have sufficient, t ime to adjust 
the flight path for which the target can be kept in track. 
To achieve this, we can make use of the retrieved image as a visual feedback 
to estimate the control inputs required to orientate the pan-t i l t p lat form for 
the camera to direct to the tracked target. For that , we can simply use pixel 
error between centers of the tracking window to that of the retrieved image 
and mult ip l ied by a proport ional gain as the inputs. However, on board exper-
iments showed that the performance of this k ind of controller is not responsive 
(if small gain) and stable (if large gain) enough. Therefore, a fu l l P ID con-
trol ler would be required to provide a fast and stable control over the camera 
pan-t i l t p lat form for target tracking and centering. 
4.3.1 Formulation of the P ID Controller 
A n angular velocity P ID controller for control l ing pan-t i l t p lat form has been 
suggested by [62], which is also mentioned by [61] in English. The P ID con-
trol ler they designed is based on the estimation that under a f ixed-viewpoint 
camera configuration [80], the angular velocity of the target in the world co-
ordinate can be computed by the sum of the angular velocity of the pan-t i l t 
p lat form itself and the angular velocity of the target in the robo t /body frame 
originat ing at the rotat ing center of pan-t i l t p lat form (see Figure 4.6). 
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They have formulated their P ID controller as follows [61]; 
{k) = I<p'-J2 ”Ob] {k - t) + K, . v'' {k) + 柳(4.22) 
i=0 P i=0 
where Kp, K i and K^ are constant controller gains. A n d here in the equation, 
= is the output f rom the P I D controller, at t ime instant 
k. denotes the angular velocity of the target object in the world coor-
dinate {W}. denotes the tracking error in the image plane. And a{k) 
is the linear acceleration of the target object in the world coordinate. 
As mentioned above, the angular velocity of target object ？产…(/c) in the 
world coordinate { W } is estimated by the sum of the target angular velocity 
l，HO6J(幻 in the robo t /body frame {R} and the 
angular velocity of the 
pan-t i l t uni t itself. So, i f b j c a n be represented as follows: 
ijob]⑷=严:j (k) + (k) (4.23) 
And, vRob]、k、can be estimated based on the target velocity in the 
image plane that computed by the difference of target centroid in successive 
image frames: 
”Robj ⑷ = f . v^obj ⑷ 
=/ . (cobj (k) — cob] {k _ 1)) /At (4-24) 
where c。幻(/c) and At denote the coordinate of the target centroid in the image 
plane at t ime k and the sampling t ime respectively, and f is the focal length 
of the camera. 
The tracking error u^Qk) in the image plane at t ime instant k is obtained using 
the coordinate of the target centroid in the image c。…(/c) and the coordinate 
of the image center c ^ ^ : 
作 ) 二 , . (一 二 - 們 (4.25) 
And, by assuming that the target object moves at a constant acceleration 
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during one sample t ime, the linear acceleration a{k) is then represented as: 
Ijobj i^k) — Vobj (k — V) , \ 
a ⑷ = " • 广 — — ) - (4.26) 
In the above angular velocity P ID controller, instead of using the angular 
velocity and linear acceleration at a t ime instant, the mean velocity and the 
mean acceleration in the past a and (3 frames are used respectively to help 
stabilize the pan-t i l t system. 
Convert Velocity Control to Displacement Control 
As the orientat ion of our pan-t i l t p lat form is controlled by two RC servos, on-
ly angular displacement of the servos can be controlled through varying their 
P W M signal inputs. Therefore, the angular velocity P ID controller cannot di-
rectly applied to our system. However, i t is possible to convert their controller 
f rom velocity control to displacement control for our implementation. 
Here we rewrite the above angular velocity P I D controller as follows: 
�pt (k+l) = Kp- CJobj (k) + K, . ^err (k) + Kd . C^obj (k) At (4.27) 
where Kp, K i and Kd are constant controller gains. Similar to that of the 
original angular velocity P ID controller, in our equation, ujp人k + 1) is the 
output f rom the P ID controller. uJobj{k) denotes the angular velocity of the 
target object in the world coordinate {W}, at t ime instant k. Oerr{k) denotes 
the tracking error in the image plane. And a—(A;) is the angular acceleration 
of the target object in the world coordinate. But here, we do not use the mean 
velocity and the mean acceleration, as we are converting the angular velocity 
P ID controller to angular displacement P ID controller. Using a mean angular 
displacement between several image frames does not help stabilize the control 
of the pan-t i l t system. 
Same to the original velocity P ID controller, we can rewrite Uobj{k), Oerr{k) 
and aobj{k) as follows: 
�obj (k) = ujpt (k) + ⑴：](々） 28) 
=⑴Pt {k) + ik) If ( . J 
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^ ” � � o b j ⑷ — ^ o b j {k - 1) , 、 
O^ obj (k) = — (4.30) 
where uj^lj^k) is the angular velocity of the object w i t h respect to the rotat ing 
center of pan-t i l t (i.e. the robo t /body frame { " ' } ) , 工“⑷ is the linear velocity 
of the object w i t h respect to the image coordinate and c『〃 is the center of the 
retrieved image. 
To convert the velocity control to displacement control, wc mul t ip ly At to 
both sides of the modif ied P ID controller in Equat ion 4.27, and we obtain: 
⑴pt {k +!)• A/ = {Kp . ujobj {k) + K, • O.^r {k) + K^ . cv—. {k) At) . At 
Opt (A： + 1) 二 Kp, {oj,, {k) +《f {k) / / ) . At 
• iCf � - c T ) If. A乙 
. [iOobj (k) — ujobj {k - 1)) . At 
^ t (k + l ) = K , . [Opt ⑷ + [ C f ⑷ — C f (k — 1)) / / ) 
+ 凡 . i c f ⑷ — c r ) / / . A^ 
. ( ‘ {k) + V:f {k) / / . A 力 — 〜 , ( k - l ) - 《 f { k - I ) / / - A t ) 
〜 ( “ 1 ) = K p . ( 〜 ⑷ + (、Cf ⑷ - C f (k - 1)) / / ) 
. (c:f (k) - cr) // . A^ 
• ( " p力 ( k ) — ept — 1) + i C f ⑷ — 2 C f - 1 ) + C f (k — 2)) / / ) 
(4.31) 
where 6pt{k) and 6pt{k — 1) is the current and last angular posit ion of the RC 
servos on the pan-t i l t p lat form respectively, while 6pt{k-\~ 1) is the new angular 
posit ion required and to be commanded to the servo controller, and is 
the center of target object in the image coordinate at t ime instant i, where 
i = k,k — l^k — 2... 
I n order to maintain the stabi l i ty of the pan-t i l t system, i.e. Opt{k + 1) 
should be equal to Opt{k), whenever there is no change on center of target 
object in between retrieved image frames, i . e .《工 “⑷ 一 — 1) = 0, the 
proport ional gain Kp in the controller is deliberately set to 1.0. 
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4.3.2 Control Gain Settings and Tuning 
After implementing the angular displacement P I D controller on the pan-t i l t 
camera system ut i l iz ing visual feedback, we have performed on board tests to 
tune the controller gains on-line w i th the system. As mentioned earlier, the 
proport ional gain Kp of the controller is set to 1.0，therefore we have two other 
controller gains required for tuning. The tuning strategy is to tune the integral 
controller gain K i first, which controls the response of the pan-t i l t system to 
keep the tracked target at the image center. Then, we have to set the derivative 
gain Kd to reduces the system overshoot. And, i f required, re-adjust the K^ 
gain to maintain the system stabil i ty. 
Finally, we have tuned three sets of controller gains (see Table 4.3). Two 
sets of them contain all non-zero values for the controller gains, while one set 
of them having the derivative gain set to zero, i.e. only P I control involved. 
Proportional Gain Integral Gain Derivative Gain 
I (Kp) (⑵ (Kd) 
Set 1 II LO 0.0095 0.0395 
Set 2 1.0 0.012 0.2 
Set 3 O ^ ^ 
Table 4.3: Gain settings for the angular displacement P I D controller 
4.4 Geo-locating of Tracked Target 
When we are able to track an interested target on the image perceived from 
the embedded vision system and maintain the target w i th in the camera's field 
of view (preferably at the image center), i t would be great that if we could also 
locate the target in the geodetic coordinate, such that the posit ion information 
could be used, for example, to plan the fl ight path of UAV in order to k()()p 
the target in track or to deliver emergency package for a person who get lost 
in outback region in search and rescue mission, like the competi t ion appearing 
in [20:. 
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4.4.1 Coordinate Frame Transformation 
As mentioned in Section 4.1, a series of coordinate frame transformations are 
required before we can relate the location of object capture in image frame 
to the location expressed in geodetic coordinates even we have got the pixel 
to metric relat ion f rom camera calibration. The transformations include the 
conversion f rom the geodetic coordinates to local navigation frame and from 
the local navigation frame to the camera coordinates. 
From Geode t i c Coord ina tes to Local Nav iga t i on Frame 
In the fol lowing part, we show the equations for intercoriversion between the 
geodetic coordinates and the local navigation frame (i.e. the local east, north, 
and up, E N U coordinates). They are directly obtained f rom [5], while more in 
depth discussion on the equations can be found in [85 . 
A . Convers ion f rom geodetic coordinates to local E N U coordinates 
involves two steps: 
1. Convert geodetic coordinates to Earth-Center-Earth-Fix (ECEF) coor-
dinates 
X = ( - + /l ) COS(f) cosX \ ^ J ( \ 
y 二（^芸 + "J coscp sinX (4 32) 
z 二 + h) 一 
where [X, Y, Z] are the ECEF coordinates, 0 = latitude, A = longitude, 
h 二 height, x 二 \l\ — e^siii^cj)^ a and are the semi-major axis and 
the square of the first numerical eccentricity of the ellipsoid respectively 
2. Convert ECEF coordinates to local ENU coordinates 
X —sinX cosX 0 Xp — X? 
y 二 —simp cosX —sincj) sinX coscj) Yp — Yr (4.33) 
z coscj) cosX coscj) sinX sincj) Zp — Zj. 
where [x, y, z] are the E N U coordinates, \X.p, Yp, Zp] are the object ECEF 
coordinates and [Xr , Yr, Zr] are the reference ECEF coordinates 
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B. Convers ion f rom local E N U coordinates back to geodetic coordi-
nates also involves two steps: 
1. Convert local E N U coordinates to ECEF coordinates 
X —sinX 一sincp cosX coscj) cosX x X^ 
Y 二 cfxsA —sincj) siriX coscj) stnX y + K (4.34) 
Z 0 coscj) sincj) z Zr_ 
2. Convert ECEF coordinates to geodetic coordinates 
r = VX^TY^ 
F = 
—e^Fr^ ^ — 
S = + 
p : F 
Q = a/1 + 2一 P 
ro + + -/V 
U = yj[T - ^^Tof Z^ 
V = 
7 — 62 z 
such that, 
h = u ( i - ^ ) 
「 '2 
(j) = arctan 
丫 r 
A = arcf an2 [K, X 
(4.35) 
where b and eJ are the semi-minor axis and second eccentricity of the 
ellipsoid respectively 
From Local Nav iga t i on Frame to Came r a Coord ina tes 
Figure 4.7 defines the coordinate frames assigned to our experimental setup 
(the 2nd version pan-t i l t p lat form) which is configured for testing w i th the 
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(a) Coordinate frames on pan-tilt platform (b) Camera and image frames 
Figure 4.7: Coordinate frames assigned to experimental setup 
method that used for geo-locating tracked target in the perceived images from 
the vision system. In the figures, [X^v, Y/v, Z ^ ] is the local navigation frame, 
Xa^ Ya, Za] denotes the GPS antenna frame (has exact orientation as the 
local navigation frame but originated at the GPS antenna), [ X b ^ Y b , Zb] is the 
body frame of the system mount ing platform, [Xq^ Yq^ Zq] is the gimbal frame 
(originated at the rotat ing center of the pan-t i l t p lat form), and [X^ , Yc, Zq 
denotes the camera frame. 
The transformation from the local navigation frame to the camera frame in-
volves a number of homogeneous transformation matrices. They are obtained 
based on the assigned coordinate frames and listed as follows: 
I . Transformat ion f rom nav igat ion f rame to an tenna frame {^T^) 
-J 
ATn 二 Q / (4.36) 
where ^ P a denotes the location of GPS antenna in the navigation frame 
I I . Transformat ion f rom an tenna f rame to body f rame (^T^) 
A jD ^ AT) ^ A JD D ^ i X R — JriB i R , � 
B T a = 4.37 
0 1 乂 7 
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where ^ R b = ^ R b f ^ ^ R b denotes the rotat ion from body frame to antenna 
frame and BF denotes the body fixed frame 
0 1 0 cOcip s(f)s6cip — c.sijj apsdcip + sc^sip 
ARbf = 1 0 0 , b f R b 二 s(t)s6sij + ccpcip ccpsOsip — sepal) 
_0 0 - i j [~sO s(j)ce _ 
cOs'lJj s(l)s0s'lp + CCpClJj CCpsOs'lJj — s4>C(l) 
so, A Rb = ^RbF BF Rb = cOciIj S^sQcil； - c4>S\Ij c(j)s6cilj + 505-0 
s6 —s(j)c6 —c(pc6 
such that (f) = roll angle, 0 = pitch angle, ip = yaw angle] s{) = sin{), 
c() = cos{)\ and ^Pb 二 [0.005, -0 .07 , -0 .03 ] ^ is the vector f rom center of 
body frame to center of antenna frame 
I I I . Trans format ion from body f rame to g imba l f rame {^Tb ) 
GTb 二「f ' I (4.38) 
where ^ Rg = ^ Rgf ^ ^ Rg denotes the rotat ion from gimbal frame to body 
frame and GF denotes the gimbal fixed frame 
"O 0 l l \cOcaIj -sip sOcip-
bRgf = 0 - 1 0 , gfRG = c£si’ cip sOsijj 
_1 0 Oj [-sO 0 cO _ 
“—sQ 0 cO -
50, ^Rg 二 BRgf gfRg 二 -cOs^Jj -cyj -sOsiJj 
cOcip —sip sdcip 
such that 6 = tilt angle, = pan angle] s{) = sini), c() = cos() 
I V . Trans format ion from g imba l f rame to camera f rame {^Tq) 
CTg = 「 = 『 - G R 〈 。 叫 (4.39) 
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where “ R e denotes the rotat ion from camera frame to gimbal frame 
-0 0 r 
GRc = 一1 0 0 
_ 0 - 1 0_ 
and GPc = [0.05, 0.0，0.0]^ is the vector f rom camera center to the gimbal cen-
ter 
Therefore, the overall t r ans format ion f rom local nav iga t ion f rame to 
the camera coordinates w i l l be: 
CTn = CJh GTb BTa ATN (4.40) 
4.4.2 Depth Estimation and Target Locating 
As we know, image captured through camera only retains 2D informat ion of a 
3D scene. The depth of objects in the scene is lost dur ing the process. In order 
to geo-locate object captured in 2D image inside a 3D world, we have to find 
ways that estimate the depth information. There is an approach suggested by 
24] that t r y to estimate the image depth through vector addit ion while i t only 
requires to know the image pixel location of the tracked target, the posit ion of 
the UAV, the camera orientation and the relative al t i tude between the UAV 
and the tracked target in order to localize the target in the world coordinate. 
Actual ly, we would have to know the terrain elevation in order to obtain 
the relative al t i tude between the ground target and the UAV. However, as we 
are performing target geo-locating on U A V that flies w i th high alt i tude while 
the height change on ground surface would be small in comparison, so we can 
assume that the relative alt i tude to the ground target be the f lying alt i tudo 
of the UAV. Therefore, we have adopted the approach suggested in [24] for 
estimating the image depth and geo-locate the tracked target w i th use of our 
vision system. The approach has also been applied in UAV project appearing 
in [35], and obtain satisfactory results. 
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Estimating Image Depth 
cp 
In Section 4.1, we have obtained the 7 
camera intrinsic mat r ix w i th the per- ^ v ^ v 丨、 
spective camera model that relates ‘ o ^ ^ 
pixel uni t in the image to the metric v 
uni t in the 3D camera coordinates. 
Here similarly, we relate an image 
point q to i t 's 3D posi t ion。p in the ^ 
camera coordinates (see Figure 4.8) Figure 4.8: Project ion of a point in 
in homogeneous coordinates w i th the camera frame to image frame 
intr insic mat r ix as follows: 
"x l 「 / t 0 C工 0 ] 
Xq = K''P X y = 0 fy Cy 0 ^ (4.41) 
1」 [0 0 1 0 」 
L1」c 
where A is the scaling factor and K is the camera intrinsic matr ix . 
Therefore, f rom the transformation matrices obtained in previous part , we 
can relate the object posit ion in an image to that in the local navigation frame 
by: 
Xq = K CTn Np (4.42) 
where ^ P is the object posit ion in the local navigation frame and ^ T ^ is the 
transformation matr ix that transform vector in the local navigation frame to 
the camera frame. 
According to [24], the origin of camera coordinates (i.e. the camera's op-
t ical center) and the object position in the camera frame have to be resolved 
in the local navigation frame first for deriving the equations to estimate the 
scale factor. So, we denote。Pec = [0, 0, 0,1]^ be the camera's optical center 
in the camera coordinates and Qobj = [xg, 1,1]^ be the object posit ion in 
the camera coordinates. Here, the posit ion of image plane is regarded to be 
locating at one uni t length of the camera focal length ( / ) . A n d we obtain: 
NPcc = C T n - i CPcc (4.43) 
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Figure 4.9: Vector relations for depth estimation 
NP。b] 二、K CTN、-\ob] (4.44) 
Figure 4.9 describes the vector relations between the location of the camera 
center in navigation frame Pec) , the image depth (A), and the location of 
the object in navigation frame Potj)-
I f the tracked target object is close to the image center, by means of vector 
addit ion, we can get following relation: 
NPob] = NPcc + A P。b] -N Pec) (4.45) 
A n d w i th a flat terrain model assumption (i.e. the al t i tude of the target object 
being zero), we can obtain the scale factor by the following relationship: 
0 = = Nzcc + A ~Zob] -N zee) 
A = 〜 N 叱 c (4.46) 
Zee — Zohj 
By the estimated scaling value (A), we are able to obtain the geo-location of the 
tracked object from the perceived image w i t h Equation 4.45 and the transfor-
mat ion equations listed in Section 4.4.1 after performing image undistort ion. 
Moreover, as geometric uncertainty and sensor errors get involved in the 
geo-locating process, therefore a running averaging fi l ter is applied to the in-
stance geo-location estimates we obtained w i t h the above approach for enhanc-
ing the accuracy of estimation. 
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4.5 Results and Discussion 
In this section, we present the experimental results we get using the approach-
es discussed in former parts of the chapter for tracking target w i th the K L T 
feature tracker and the mean-shift tracker, evaluate the performance of target 
auto-centering on the camera pan-t i l t p lat form and the geo-locating accuracy 
for estimating a ground infra-red ( IR) i l luminator in the geographical coordi-
nates. 
Tracking with KLT Feature Tracker 
As mentioned in Section 4.2.3, we have developed a program on the embed-
ded vision system w i th the OpenCV l ibrary that implements the K L T feature 
tracker. The experiment we performed was based on the early version of 
the camera module (w i th MT9T001 image sensor) and the system interfacing 
board that we have developed (refer to Section 3.2). The image resolution of 
the perceived image was configured to 480 x 320 and the maximum number of 
corners to extract w i th the program was set to 50 w i th a 3-level Gaussian of 
image pyramid being used for tracking. Figure 4.10a and Figure 4.10b show 
the experimental setup and the K L T feature tracker that ran on the embedded 
system for tracking a letter 'H ' pr inted on a cardboard. 
The tracker could keep track w i t h the selected letter under a gentle move-
(a) Experimental setup for object tracking (b) KLT feature tracker running on the 
embedded system 
Figure 4.10: Experiment on object tracking using K L T feature tracker 
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ineiit and rotat ion of the cardboard. However, there was a latency of around 
a second for the images being processed and shown on the system display. 
A l though we had already reduced the max imum number of corners to extract 
and level of Gaussian image pyramid being used, the performance was not 
that good as expected. The major reason for the long latency would possi-
bly due to the high computat ion cost required to bui ld the Gaussian image 
pyramid. A t the current stage, i t would be hard to further reduce the latency 
wi thout offloading the expensive image pyramid creation process to the DSP 
and/or G P U on the embedded system. And i t would possibly not able to ob-
ta in satisfactory performance if the tracker is used w i th the P I D controller for 
target auto-centering. Therefore, we had decided not to use the K L T feature 
tracker for object tracking before we managed to use DSP and/or G P U for 
co-processing w i th the A R M CPU core on the embedded system. 
Tracking and Auto-centering with Mean-shift Tracker 
(a) Tracking of color blob under uniform (b) Tracking of color box with fast free 
motion hand movement 
Figure 4.11: Experiment on target tracking and auto-centering using mean-
shift tracker 
To determine the performance of the mean-shift color tracker and the an-
gular displacement P ID controller on the pan-t i l t p lat form for target auto-
centering, two sets of experiments were done to evaluate the system response 
and centering error when tracking fast moving targets. The first experiment 
was to track a red color blob shown on L C D display which undergoing uni form 
motion in an 'oo' shape that animated by a M A T L A B program. The second 
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experiment was to track a red color box that moved freely holding by hand. 
The experimental setup we used was the new camera system w i th the stan-
dard pan-t i l t p lat form (see Section 3.3). We have also hacked the RC servos 
to obtain the voltage values across their potentiometer for having an immedi-
ate measurement of the servo angular positions (by interpolat ing the voltage 
at current angular posit ion to the voltages at m in imum and max imum servo 
angles). Figure 4.11a and Figure 4.11b show the setup and the experiments 
we had performed. 
In both of the experiments, we had used the first set of control gains ap-
pearing in Table 4.3 for the P ID controller as they had shown to be more 
responsive and stable. The program for tracking the color box was developed 
w i t h the OpenCV l ibrary that implements the mean-shift tracker and made 
use of the tracked target center as visual feedback for the angular displace-
ment P ID controller to maintain the target w i th in the camera's field of view 
and keep i t close to the middle of perceived image. 
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Figure 4.12: Centering error for a color blob w i t h uni form mot ion 
II Pan Tilt 
unit = pixel Error S.D. Error S.D. 
^^Ou r tracking sys tem11 33.92 20.26 42.57 24.20 
(image size: 368 x 240) (max.) (max.) 
System used in [62] 4 4 . 5 3 8 1 . 9 3 2 5 . 7 8 2 5 . 8 0 
(image size: 640 x 480) (avg.) (avg.) 
Table 4.4: Target centering error on the tracking systems 
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Figure 4.12 shows the centering error of the red color blob being tracked 
w i th the mean-shift tracker in 3 cycles of uni form mot ion generated by a M A T -
L A B program. The max imum centering error for the pan axis is 33.92 pixels, 
and that for the t i l t axis is 42.57 pixels. The standard deviation for pan and 
t i l t axis is 20.26 pixels, and 24.20 pixels respectively. Here we can not have 
fair comparison on the performance of our tracking system using our modified 
angular displacement P ID controller to the original angular velocity P ID con-
trol ler applied in the tracking system appearing in [62], as we are not able to 
produce the same tracking target setup and condit ion that performed in [62 . 
The target centering errors are also affected by the speed l im i t of the pan-t i l t 
p lat form besides the controller being used. However, we st i l l list both of our 
experimental results in Table 4.4 for a general evaluation on our tracking and 
target centering performance w i t h the embedded vision system. 
Figure 4.13a to Figure 4.13c also show the centering error, the angular 
positions commanded to the pan and t i l t channel and the actual angular po-
sitions of the pan and t i l t axis recorded in the experiment for tracking a red 
color box that moved freely holding by hand. The max imum centering error 
for the pan axis is 115.28 pixels, and that for the t i l t axis is 91.79 pixels. The 
standard deviation for pan and t i l t axis is 30.46 pixels, and 31.56 pixels re-
spectively. The results also show that there is a latency of max imum 9.67° on 
the pan axis, and a latency of max imum 9.71° on the t i l t axis for the current 
angle posit ion commanded and that i t could reach in the next sampling time. 
Therefore, a large error can be included in calculating the target geo-location 
if we take the current commanded panning and t i l t i ng angles for use instead of 
the immediate angular posit ion of servos measured through the use of voltage 
value obtained over the potentiometer in the servo itself. 
Moreover, there are glitches appeared in the measurement for the angular 
posit ion of RC servos through the potentiometer voltage obtained from A D C 
(Analog to Dig i ta l Converter) on micro-controller uni t . Therefore, further sig-
nal f i l ter ing circuit (e.g. RC circuit) would be required to remove the signal 
noise in order to reduce errors that could have introduced to the target geo-
locating process when we make use of these measurement. 
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(c) Latency by comparing angular positions commanded and actual values recorded 
Figure 4.13: Experiment record on the centering error, position commanded 
and the control latency of the tracking system for tracking free moving color 
box 
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Geo-locating an IR Illuminator on Ground 
At the beginning of Section 4.4, we have 
mentioned that the geo-location infor- | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | 
mat ion of ground target would be use-
f i l l for search and rescue mission such as ^ ^ B j S ^ S B ^ ^ S ^ B B ^ ^ H B 
the competi t ion appearing in [20]. In the ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ H L g ^ ^ B ^ ^ ^ H B B 
UAV search and rescue challenge, par-
t icipants have to develop an UAV that 
is capable of locating a dummy (wearing 
Figure 4.14: Dummy used in search 
high vis ibi l i ty shirt, jeans, w i t h an infra- and rescue challenge 
red heat source nearby) and delivering a 
bott le of water (no less than 500ml) to i t . 
In order to detect and locate the dummy, 
participants can handle this w i th man- • ‘ ” 二 
ual detection and locating i t using the 
analog video down streamed from UAV 
to ground stat ion or do automatical-
ly for extra points. Therefore, we would 
like to know if i t is possible to use our , , ^ „ , „ i , " tt^ 
Figure 4.15: Setup tor detecting 丄R 
vision system to tackle such a practical p^^j^t source in indoor 
task for searching and geo-locating the 
ground target. 
In order to geo-locate the dummy, we have to identify the visual cue for 
determine and detecting i t first. Since the dummy posture and color of shirt 
or jean are undetermined, but on the other hand, there is a fixed infra-red 
heat source (850nm) around the dummy which can be used to identi fy and 
locating i t . So, we have designed an IR i l luminat ing point detector to manage 
the detection process using our vision sensor that capable of detecting l ight 
source in the near infra-red band (Appendix B). 
A. Infra-red I l luminat ing Point Detection 
Here, we have performed indoor experiments that use an infra-red L E D (Light 
Emi t t i ng Diode) as the tracking target (see Figure 4.15). We are able to 
detect the most possible i l luminat ing point source through the fol lowing image 
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B D D S H ^ D ' ^ ^ L i i i d ^ S H B I & B S H H I WBBBBKBBBSSISSSBBBKBB^^ttKM 
• H H H 
(a) Thresholding with low threshold value (b) Thresholding with high threshold value 
• • 
(c) Bounding box on external contour (low (d) Bounding box on external contour 
threshold image) (high threshold image) 
Figure 4.16: Image thresholding and bounding external contour in the i l lumi-
nat ing point detection process ( IR point at middle of image) 
processing steps: 
1. Extract regions in perceived image w i th high l ight intensity by image 
thresholding (see Figure 4.16a and Figure 4.16b) using two threshold 
values (one large and one small) 
2. Use image di lat ion to jo in nearby high l ight intensity regions in the two 
thresholded images 
3. Extract external contours of the two thresholded and dilated images and 
then bound the contour regions using the min imum area bounding box 
(see Figure 4.16c and Figure 4.16d) 
4. Fi l ter out regions that does not meet the predefined area and size require-
ments for the i l luminat ing point source (can be obtain through observing 
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the l ight source w i t h the required distance apart), and match those re-
gions left that have close bounding box centers 
5. The high l ight intensity region w i th the closest bounding box center and 
smallest area difference would be the most possible i l luminat ing point 
source 
In order to keep track w i th the detected I R i l luminat ing point, instead of 
performing the detection steps over the ful l image again, we t ry to estimate 
the center posit ion of the detected point in future frame using the velocity 
calculated from the frame t ime differences and the positions of IR point in 
the past frames, and then perform the detection steps w i th in a neighborhood 
region on the estimated position. By such, we can achieve a detection and 
tracking speed of around 7.5Hz. 
B. Outdoor Geo-locating Experiment 
After implementing both the I R i l luminat ing point detector and tracker on 
the biaxial pan-t i l t embedded vision system, we have performed outdoor ex-
periment for obtaining tracking and geodetic data to verify our geo-locating 
approach based on the vector addit ion and ray tracing methods suggested in 
.24: 
(a) Ground position for placing the IR il- (b) GPS setup for measuring IR illumina-
luminator tor position 
Figure 4.17: Place for put t ing the IR i l luminator and posit ion measurement 
w i t h GPS 
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The experiment was conducted in the C U H K campus. We had placed an 
infra-red i l l i in imator (generates near infra-red source of 850iim) at the ground 
floor of the Lady Shaw Bui ld ing (see Figure 4.17a) and we had used our vision 
system to detect and track the IR source from the th i rd floor (around 10 
meters height f rom ground). We recorded all necessary data for geo-locating 
the IR source, including the image posit ion of the IR source, the geographical 
posit ion of the vision system, the system's alt i tude, body orientat ion and the 
angular posit ion of the RC servos. We had also used a high accuracy GPS 
to measure the actual geodetic coordinates for the IR source where we placed 
(see Figure 4.17). 
Figure 4.18 and Figure 4.19 show the estimated geodetic coordinates of the 
IR source and the posit ion error for two sets of experiment we had performed 
w i t h the use of the geo-locating approach implemented in a M A T L A B pro-
gram. The red star indicates the actual posit ion of the I R source in geodetic 
coordinates and the pink circles indicate the posit ion of the vision system in 
geodetic coordinates, while the blue circles are the immediate estimates of the 
IR source's posit ion w i t h the perceive image and the recorded information, 
and the red circles are the estimates of the IR source's posit ion after applying 
the running average fi l ter. 
In the first set of experiment we are able to geo-locate the IR source w i th 
a posit ion error of around 6 meters while in the second set of experiment the 
posit ion error is around 15 meters. There is quite a large deviation on the 
est imation error. And after analyzing the collected data sets, we found that 
there is a large difference (around 5 meters) in the al t i tude recorded in the 
two sets of data, which is possibly due to difference in number of satellites 
that could be tracked on the GPS device. And we find that the resolution 
of the al t i tude recorded by the GPS device is in meter grade which may not 
be accurate enough for the geo-locating approach we used that rely much on 
the al t i tude informat ion of the platform. Therefore, in future experiments, we 
wi l l make use of the air pressure sensor available on the off-the-shelf autopilot 
system for obtaining more accurate al t i tude data (resolution in centimeter 
grade). 
Besides the possible error induced by the sensor noise, there appears a bias 
in the measurement along the direction of movement of the vision platform. 
We noticed that this could be induced by the centering error for not being able 
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to move the detected IR source to the middle of perceived images. Therefore, 
we would have to adjust the control gains for the P ID controller on the camera 
pan-t i l t p la t form to achieve better centering performance. And, according 
to [24], the bias error can also be reduced through control l ing the UAV for 
flying w i th a circular pattern over the ground target. Moreover, method for 
f i l ter ing the zero-mean Gaussian sensor noise, such as the RLS (Recursive Least 
Squares) f i l ter, can also be used for achieving better geo-locating results. 
A l though we st i l l not implement the geo-locating approach to the vision 
system and perform experiment on UAV for geo-locating ground target, how-
ever, the above experiments show that our vision system should be capable 
for performing such tasks. We only require to improve our aerial p lat form for 
unmanned fl ight and find a suitable place for carrying out experiment. 
• End of chapter. 
Chapter 5 
Real-time Aerial Mosaic 
Building 
Apar t f rom object tracking, another focus for developing our vision system 
is to apply i t for performing regional surveillance task on the U A V platforms 
that we have. Usually, surveillance w i t h U A V are performed direct ly by down 
streaming the analog video captured w i t h on board camera to a ground stat ion 
for human moni tor ing. Tha t means only the current view direct ing by the on 
board camera can be seen on ground. I t would be hard to have a fu l l knowledge 
on ground features (e.g. landscape, constructions or traffics) w i th in the region 
looking at. Therefore, bu i ld ing a regional map w i t h the perceived aerial image 
in real-t ime would greatly faci l i tate the surveillance task. Moreover, the aerial 
mosaic map created can also be used for change assessment, for example, before 
and after natura l disaster. 
Image st i tching algori thms are widely used nowadays in d ig i ta l imaging 
for producing wide-angle panoramas. In this chapter, we show these general 
algor i thms for which we use for bui ld ing aerial mosaic in real-t ime on a ground 
laptop PC using the d ig i ta l images perceived w i t h the vision system installed 
on our aerial p lat forms and t ransmit to ground through W i - F i connection. 
Fi rst , we present the mot ion model we used for relat ing the inter-frame images. 
Then, after apply ing undis tor t ion to the received images, we show how we 
match and align the images by a feature-based method w i t h use of R A N S A C 
algor i thm [40]. Final ly, image feathering technique is used for composit ing 
aligned images to create aerial mosaic. Simulat ion w i t h use of aerial images 
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captured in Google Ear th and mosaicking results in outdoor experiments are 
given at end sections of the chapter. 
5.1 Motion Model Selection 
Since we are captur ing images w i th camera on a moving aerial plat form, ground 
features appear to move in the perceived images. In order to align images w i th 
matched ground features, we have to establish the relationship that maps pixels 
in one image to another. This mapping is referred as a mot ion model [75], and 
there are a numbers of them available, for example, 2D transformation, planar 
perspective mot ion model, 3D rotat ion model (usually used in creating 360° 
panorama), etc. Therefore, i t is important that we have chose an appropriate 
mot ion model which suits our application, as simple model may not give good 
results while complex model would increase the processing t ime and deter the 
real-t ime applicabil i ty. 
5.1.1 Planar Perspective Motion Model 
W i t h the si tuat ion that UAV is commonly being flew at fixed and high alt i tude, 
we can assume ground features in perceived images to be lain on the same 
planar surface. By that assumption, we can use a planar perspective mot ion 
model for the pixel mapping and aligning the images to composite an aerial 
mosaic. 
In the planar perspective model, image pixels are mapped f rom one image 
to another by the following transformation [75]: 
hu hi2 hi3 X 
x ' = H x = h2l h22 "23 y (5.1) 
_"31 "32 "33」|_1_ 
where = indicates equality up to scale, H is a 3 x 3 homography matr ix and, 
X' = [x', y', and x = [x, y, 1]^ are the pixel positions corresponding to the 
two aligning images in homogeneous coordinates. 
Af ter obtaining the homography matr ix , we can warp image x to the co-
ordinates in image x' after normalizat ion to get the inhomogeneous results as 
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shown below: 
工/ — hnx + huy ^ hi3 , = h2\x + h22y + hn (5 �） 
^ hsix + hs2y + h's3, ^ h'six + h^^y + h-ss • 
In order to reduce perspective distort ion arises when creating aerial mosaic 
w i t h the planar perspective mot ion model, we have to ensure the images are 
taken by vert ical ly downward looking camera using small view angle lens. For 
that , we have developed a view-stabil izing biaxial p lat form (in Section 3.3), 
and one major application of i t is to maintain the camera in a downward 
looking orientation. 
5.2 Feature-based Image Alignment 
Generally, there are two common approaches to align images: direct pixel-
based alignment and feature-based alignment [74]. Direct pixel-based method 
computes the parameters for the mot ion model through comparing the pixel-
to-pixel s imi lar i ty of the image pair. A n error metric is used for estimate the 
mot ion in a coarse-to-fine searching framework on mult i- level image pyramid. 
The direct method usually can produce accurate alignment for sequential im-
age frames in a video [73]. However, if there is only part ia l overlapping (i.e. 
large mot ion) between the image pair or high intensity change in images, the 
direct method often fails. Whi le on the other hand, feature-based method 
w i t h robust keypoint descriptors (e.g. SIFT, SURF) and matching schemes 
(e.g. RANSAC) available nowadays, can handle images w i t h large separate 
view, different in scales and orientations. I t is also regarded to be operate 
faster than the direct method w i th appropriate implementation. 
In the following parts, we wi l l show how the feature-based method is used 
for matching and aligning the aerial images we perceived w i t h the vision system 
on our aerial platform. 
5.2.1 Image Preprocessing 
Straight lines usually appear curved due to camera lens imperfection, and that 
deviates the linear project ion model we used for image mapping. Therefore, 
before we move on to feature registration for image alignment, we have to 
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correct the lens distort ion first. 
As mentioned in Section 4.1, the Camera Cal ibrat ion Toolbox for M A T L A B 
is used for f inding the principal point and distort ion coefficients for correcting 
lens distort ion. And they are found to be: 
Principal point: [ 200.30611, 112.97155 
Distortion:丨—0.39674, 0.16797, 0.00019, -0.00009, 0.00000 
as shown in Table 4.1 after the calibration. 
By applying Equation 4.6 in Section 4.1 to the image w i th the cal ibrat ion 
results we obtained, we can get undistorted image as shown in Figure 5.1b. 
The images we show here were captured by the vision system on our aerial 
p lat form in the airfield of the Hong Kong Model Engineering Club ( H K M E C ) 
in Yuen Long. Since we had covered the camera lens w i t h an IR pass fi l ter, so 
the color of images appeared different f rom those visible l ight images. 
l 3 l n « g e R 8 w [ r i ( 1 | T ] [mage Ur>distorted I。丨回 MM 
(a) Raw input image (b) Image after lens undistortion 
Figure 5.1: Lens undistort ion on perceived aerial image 
5.2.2 Feature Extraction and Matching 
In feature-based image alignment, a sparse set of distinctive feature correspon-
dence between the image pairs are used for obtaining transformation between 
images w i th the selected mot ion model. There are two state-of-the-art robust 
keypoint descriptors namely SIFT (Scale-Invariant Feature Transform) [53 
and SURF (Speeded Up Robust Features) [25] for registering invariant feature 
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points and their correspondence in image pairs. In our project, we have made 
use of the SURF keypoint descriptor to match and align images for the its good 
repeatabil i ty and fast extraction speed comparing to the S IFT algorithm. 
Here, we do not implement the SURF algor i thm on our own as there already 
exist several reliable SURF library, e.g. the OpenSURF l ibrary [38] and SURF 
routines in the OpenCV library. And, in our project, the extraction process 
for SURF features is performed directly w i th the keypoint extract ion routine 
(cvExtractSURF) provided in the OpenCV library. 
Af ter extract ing the SURF key points (usually represented by 64-dimensional 
vectors or 128-dimensional vectors in the extended mode), we have to find their 
correspondence in the image pair. Simple method such as the nearest neigh-
bor wi l l do the job. Generally, the nearest neighbor distance rat io is used for 
comput ing features correspondence by the feature vectors [59]: 
NNDR 二 ， - ， < t (5.3) 
"2 Da - Dc 
where di and d] are the nearest and second nearest neighbor distances, Da 
is the target descriptor, D b and D c are its closest two neighbors, and t is a 
threshold value (the value 0.6 is commonly used). 
(a) Extracted image features (b) Feature correspondence 
Figure 5.2: SURF feature extraction and feature correspondence 
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Feature points are considered as matched pairs when the rat io of their 
Euclidean distance to that of its second closest feature point is less than a 
threshold value of 0.6. For example, according to the above equation, Db is 
regarded as the matched keypoint of Da if the rat io of their Euclidean distance 
to that of the Euclidean distance between Da and its second nearest neighbor 
D c is less than 0.6. 
In Figure 5.2a and Figure 5.2b, we show the SURF feature points extracted 
in a pair of image and their correspondence through line segments jo in ing the 
feature positions in the images. 
5.2.3 Image Alignment using RANSAC Algorithm 
After obtaining the feature correspondence, generally, least-squares approach 
can be used to estimate the parameters in the image homography for aligning 
images. However, if there appears too many outliers (mismatched feature 
pairs) in the feature correspondence, i t would not be possible to obtain a 
global op t imum solution. To due w i th the outliers problem, matching scheme 
such as the RANdom SAmpl ing Consensus (RANSAC) [40] approach can be 
used. 
Following gives a summary on the RANSAC algor i thm that used for image 
alignment [75]: 
1. A set of feature correspondence (usually at least 5 feature pairs are need-
ed) is randomly selected for computing the image homography by least-
squares algor i thm (can refer to Appendix A.2 of [75]) 
2. The homography obtained is then applied to all features and check the 
number of inliers (if the estimated feature posit ion is w i th in usually, 1-3 
pixies of the detected feature position, i t is counted as an inlier) that 
agree w i t h the estimated mot ion 
3. The random selection process is repeated certain times and the homo-
grahpy obtained by the sample set w i th the largest number of inliers 
is kept as the final solution and further refined w i t h the Levenberg-
Marquardt method [49, 57] for reducing the reprojection error 
In our project, the OpenCV routine (cvFindHomography) is used to find the 
homography mat r ix using the RANSAC process. Af ter obtaining the image 
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homography, we can transform the image pixels in one image to the image 
coordinate of the other reference image according to the planar perspective 
mot ion model (Section 5.1.1) we used. By then, we would be able to warp the 
transformed image and the reference image together to form a mosaic w i th 
wider angle of view. 
5.3 Image Composition 
To warp the aligned image together, we have to decide the composition surface 
(e.g. flat, cyl indrical, spherical) for which we want the image mosaic to bui ld 
upon. A n d i t usually depends on the number of images that would be includ-
ed in the mosaic and the mot ion model that used for image mapping. For 
example, a spherical surface is usually used for composite wide angle or 360° 
panorama image w i th the 3D rotat ion model. In our application, we would 
like to bui ld aerial mosaic of ground features w i th a planar perspective mot ion 
model. Therefore, a simple flat surface can satisfy our requirement. 
The simplest method to blend two aligned images on a mosaic image w i th 
flat composition surface is by taking average value at each valid pixel posit ion 
on the aligned images [75]: 
C 0 ’ y) = (x, y) h {x, y) /^Uk (x, y) (5.4) 
k k 
where / ^ (x , y) are the warped images, uJk{x^ y) is 1 at valid pixels and 0 else-
where, and k is the number of images. 
r] Image Warp C s H ^ ^ I 
H H 
Figure 5.3: Blending of aligned images by simple averaging 
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However, this simple averaging method usually not works well, as there 
are seams appearing on the mosaic image due to exposure differences (see 
Figure 5.3). Moreover, mis-registration and scene movements are also easily 
visible. 
13 Image Distance Map I. a | [°] 
• 
Figure 5.4: Distance map that used for image blending (whiter color indicates 
larger weight) 
5.3.1 Image Blending with Distance Map 
A better approach to perform image blending is to use weighted average w i th 
a distance map. The process is often called image feathering [75]. I t blends 
images by weighting more heavily on the pixels when they get closer to the 
image center while weighted less when nearer to the image edge, that is, i.e. 
replacing ujki^i u) in Equation 5.4 w i th the following weighting function: 
⑴k (x,y) = argmin{ | |L) | | } (5.5) 
D 
where D is the distance to the invalid (i.e. edge) pixel. 
We can obtain appropriate weightings for the image by computing the 
distance map (also called distance transform) where each valid pixel is tagged 
w i th its Euclidean distance to the closest invalid (i.e. edge) pixel [75]. In our 
project, we have used the routine function ( cvD i s tT rans f orm) of the OpenCV 
l ibrary that based on the distance transform algori thm in [27] for finding the 
weightings. And the computed distance map is stored in the alpha channel of 
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_ 
(a) Image blending result 
13 Scefve Distance Map [HlEl^S' 
(b) Accumulated distance map in alpha channel 
Figure 5.5: Image blending by weighted average using distance map 
each image and accumulated in the composted mosaic image. 
In Figure 5.4, we show the pixel weightings that computed w i th distance 
transform as an image, where regions w i th whiter color indicate larger weights. 
Whi le Figure 5.5a shows the blending result w i th use of distance map on the 
aerial images and Figure 5.5b shows the accumulated distance map storing in 
alpha channel of the mosaic image. 
I t is noticeable that the seams originally appearing in Figure 5.3 due to ex-
posure differences had disappeared w i t h use of distance map for image blending 
as shown in Figure 5.5a. 
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5.3.2 Overall Stitching Process 
In previous sections, we have shown the approach for st i tching an image pair 
to a mosaic image. Similarly, for creating a large mosaic w i t h a sequence of 
aerial image, we just have to repeat the above processes but w i th the mosaic 
created as the reference image for aligning newly received image frame. How-
ever, instead of using the ful l mosaic image, only nearby por t ion w i th in region 
of the newly stitched image wi l l be used for warping. This would be sufficient 
‘ for st i tching sequential image frames captured by vision system on our aeri-
al plat form, as movement (posit ion change) of ground features in perceived 
images would be small when viewing f rom the UAV at high alt i tude. 
Figure 5.6 shows the program flow on the st i tching process we have imple-
mented for bui ld ing aerial mosaic in real-time. Most of the parts are just the 
approaches that we mentioned above, but in addit ion, we can create a sepa-
rate mosaic image as a sub-scene when the perspective distort ion appeared to 
become too large for aligning the newly received image frame to the original 
mosaic image in the main scene or when there is not enough feature corre-
spondence for comput ing the homography matr ix . And later, we can stitch 
the two mosaic images together for bui ld ing a larger aerial mosaic if the same 
si tuat ion is met again. Certainly, we can also set the st i tching program just 
to skip those image frames w i th large perspective distort ion when aligned to 
the mosaic image. 
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Figure 5.6: Flow chart for aerial image st i tching process 
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Figure 5.7: Captur ing aerial image from Google Ear th 
5.4 Mosaic Simulation using Google Earth 
As i t always takes long t ime for setting up the aerial p lat form for performing 
flight test to collect sample aerial images that can be used for testing and 
debugging w i th our image st i tching program, we therefore t r y to make use of 
the readily available aerial images in Google Ear th for our test and mosaicking 
simulation dur ing the program development process. 
The Google Ear th C O M (Common Object Model) A P I [6] allows external 
applications to query information from and send commands to Google Earth, 
for example, to query and control the 3D viewpoint on Google Earth, ob-
taining the geographical coordinates ( lat i tude, longitude, alt i tude) of current 
viewpoint, etc. Thus, by using the C O M AP I , we can obtain aerial images in 
Google Ear th w i t h controllable viewports for performing tests on the image 
sti tching approach we have implemented. Besides, we can also obtain reliable 
geodetic informat ion registered w i th the aerial image that would be useful for 
producing aerial map w i th registered geographical information. 
Here, we have used a screen capturing program to record a video w i th same 
image resolution (368 x 240) as our vision system on the viewport of Google 
Ear th that is being controlled by an external program we wrote w i th the C O M 
A P I (see Figure 5.7). Such that , the image frames are captured as if an UAV 
is flew under a predefined (helix like) flight path w i th camera keeps looking 
down vertically to the ground and w i th a fix alt i tude. Result of the mosaic 
simulation is shown in next section. 
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5.5 Results and Discussion 
In this section, we present the results on mosaic simulation using aerial images 
captured from Google Ear th and also, both off-line and on-line mosaicking 
using aerial images captured in outdoor experiments w i th the image st i tching 
algorithms we mentioned in previous sections. The capabil i ty for real-time mo-
saicking on a ground laptop PC using aerial images captured and t ransmit ted 
from the embedded vision system through W i - F i connection is also verified. 
Mosaic Simulation Result 
As shown in Figure 5.8，we are able to produce a regional mosaic image using 
aerial video recorded f rom Google Ear th w i th a changing viewport. The video 
frames are recorded as if an UAV is being flown under a helix like path at 
the airfield of H K M E C in Yuen Long. The playback frame rate for the video 
is 25fps and we have set the st i tching program to skip new incoming video 
frames if the current image frame is st i l l under processed. Generally, the 
st i tching program takes around 50ms to extract about 800 feature points in 
an image frame and the average sti tching speed is around 2Hz for bui ld ing the 
mosaic image on a desktop PC. And the speed could be further increased if we 
can set a maximum number of feature points to be extracted in the program. 
From the simulation result w i th Google Earth, we found that image mis-
Figure 5.8: Mosaic created using aerial image from Google Ear th 
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alignment occurred when the flight path came to a loop closure. We th ink the 
problem is possibly due to accumulation of image reprojection errors through 
out the fl ight path. Therefore, new stitched images wi l l dr i f t to a biased di-
rection and cannot align w i th previous stitched image in the scene when the 
fl ight path comes to a closure. 
In order to solve the problem that may also appear in real flight experi-
ments, we can perform specific f l ight path (e.g. zigzag path) such that no loop 
closure is involved. The bundle adjustment [77] approach that usually used 
for adjusting image alignment in fu l l view panorama can also be applied w i th 
use of some software package available [52]. We can perform local bundle ad-
justment on the collected images when loop closure is detected [79]. However, 
the computat ional cost for bundle adjustment process could be so high if a lot 
of images are involved, i t would possibly affect the real-time performance of 
the st i tching program. And, a less computat ional expensive approach we can 
use is to remap the stitched scene to an underlying geodetic grid map w i th 
registered geographical coordinates. The geographical informat ion obtained 
f rom GPS can be used and registered as control points on the stitched image. 
Outdoor Mosaicking Experiments 
The mosaic simulat ion result shows that the image st i tching algorithms we 
have used for bui ld ing aerial mosaic in our program can funct ion quite well, 
al though there are st i l l some improvements can be made. Therefore, we t ry to 
perform both off-line and on-line mosaicking on aerial imago obtained in real 
flight experiments. 
I. Mosaic of Airfield in Yuen Long 
Last year, we had got some chances to perform manual fl ight tests at the airfield 
of H K M E C in Yuen Long w i th the 1/4 scale Super Cub f ix-wing airplane 
(see Figure 3.23). And at that t ime, we had recorded some aerial images 
directly using the vision system installed on our aerial platform. So, we t ry 
to perform off-line mosaicking w i th those image sequences we get. But as we 
st i l l had not implemented the view-stabil izing mechanism on the biaxial pan-
t i l t p lat form in these flight tests, the aerial images obtained could be in large 
perspective view that deviate f rom the downward looking camera assumption. 
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Figure 5.9 shows the mosaicking 
result of the aerial images captured ， 
above the airfield in Yuen Long. The ^ j m ^ ^ M 
f lying al t i tude of the aerial platfor-
m is around 300 meters to the near 
ground. And the image recording S g H ^ ^ ^ B ^ ' 
rate on the vision system we could 
achieve at that t ime was around lOHz 
(we are now able to achieve 25Hz ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ y ^ p H H L 
w i t h use of GStreamer [7] - a mul t i -
media framework on L inux system). ^ ^ H f l ^ H ^ ^ m M ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ . 
As the recorded image frame rate 
is not that high as simulation, we 
have intentional ly reduced the play-
back frame rate to 2Hz for the mo-
saieking test. ^ 
Since the tests were performed Figure 5.9: Aerial mosaic of the airfield 
under manual f l ight and we did not in Yuen Long 
follow any predefined fl ight path, so 
we were not able to obtain a nice looking regional aerial map as that shown 
in the mosaic simulation. There are also prominent perspective distortions 
appearing in the aerial mosaic due to violat ion of the downward looking cam-
era assumption. However, middle part of the mosaic image st i l l shows good 
st i tching results w i t h only l i t t le influence from the perspective distort ion. 
I I . Aerial Mosaic in C U H K Campus 
As mentioned in Section 3.4, we have also performed manual flight test experi-
ments on the gasoline helicopter w i t h the embedded vision system for real-time 
aerial mosaicking. We had set up a ground station using a laptop PC connect-
ed w i th a USB wireless adapter for receiving aerial images transmit ted from 
the embedded vision system through W i -F i connection. Bo th of the vision 
system and the ground PC used the same model of a high power USB wire-
less adapter (TL-WN7200ND: support IEEE 802.11b/g/n standards, up to 
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150Mbps transmission rate, max. 500mW transmission power and 5dBi an-
tenna) . F o r captured image w i th resolution of 368 x 240 and compressed w i th 
JPEG library, depending on image content, but the file size would generally be 
less than 25KBytes. So, i t would require a data rate of 6Mbps for t ransmi t t ing 
image frames at 30Hz. And from the wireless calculator [19] provided on the 
web page of T P - L I N K , for wireless device w i th transmission power and antenna 
gain similar to that we used, excellent l ink condit ion can st i l l be maintained 
for a max imum distance of around 1km apart. Use of antenna w i th higher 
receiving gain or directional antenna can further increase the transmission dis-
tance. But the current wireless l ink condit ion would be enough for performing 
some in i t ia l tests for real-time aerial mosaicking using our vision system and 
aerial platform. 
jm 
Figure 5.10: Aerial mosaic over Uni ted College in C U H K campus 
Figure 5.10 shows the mosaicking result of the aerial view around 150 me-
ters above a car park in the Uni ted College of CUHK. We were able to achieve 
real-time aerial mosaicking in the single fl ight test experiment. However, due 
to a crash when landing and lost of wireless connection, we were not able to 
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store the f inal mosaicking result in the experiment w i t h the mosaicking pro-
gram. The aerial mosaic shown in Figure 5.10 is reproduced from the aerial 
images received on the ground laptop PC and playback at lOHz in off-line 
manner. 
The perspective distort ion in the mosaic image has been reduced w i th 
the use of the view-stabil izing pan-t i l t p lat form and rejection from the image 
st i tching process when the perspective parameters in the homography mat r ix 
get too large. Images that nearly ful ly overlapped w i t h the mosaic image are 
also skipped f rom st i tching process. The overall aerial mosaic looks fine but 
there are b lurr ing regions near the image perimeter. I t is possibly due to the 
circular artifacts appeared in the perceived images as a result of the use of an 
IR cutoff fi lter and the stretching of images after lens undistort ion. Previously, 
we have shown the use of a black color IR pass fi lter. But this t ime, we are 
using a transparent I R cut fi lter. Tha t means only visible l ight can reach the 
image sensor that also sensitive to near infra-red l ight (refer to Appendix B). 
However, as the IR cutoff f i l ter is not attached to the camera lens directly, 
l ight source may st i l l pass the lens through RP (Rapid Prototype) mount ing 
parts and resulted as circular artifacts in images. In order to completely solved 
the problem, camera lens w i th I R cutoff coating and smaller field of view may 
be used in future flight experiment. 
I I I . Aerial Mosaic in Tseung Kwan O 
Another set of mosaicking experiment has been performed w i t h the vision 
system installed on our foam f ix-wing airplane (see Figure 3.24). We have 
flown the aerial p lat form manually above a flat land near th() coast in Tseung 
Kwan O industr ia l area. However, due to excessive loading (instead of two, 
a single battery pack can be used for both system and motor power supply 
for reducing weight) and insufficient elevator control of the airplane, wc were 
only able to fly at a max imum of 50 meters above the ground. The view-
change in perceived images is also large due to low flying alt i tude but high 
f lying speed. And, we also can not create regional aerial mosaic w i th this 
set of f l ight experiment as the flat land are mainly grasses, i t is diff icult to 
get enough stable feature keypoints for aligning the perceived images w i th the 
low f lying alt i tude. Apar t from these, the v ibrat ion isolation mechanism for 
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the autopi lot ( i t controls the pan-t i l t p lat form for view-stabil ization, refer to 
Section 3.4) was also not working well and i t leaded to abrupt view changes 
on the biaxial camera platform. 
However, we are st i l l able to perform off-line aerial mosaicking w i th the im-
ages received on the ground laptop PC that being playback at IHz. Figure 5.11 
and Figure 5.12 show the off-line mosaic images we build. They are mainly 
(a) 
(b) 
Figure 5.11: Aerial mosaic near the coast of T K O industr ial area 





Figure 5.12: Aerial mosaic over flat land roads in T K O industr ial area 
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regions near the coast and the road which have more stable feature keypoirits. 
As we have used a camera lens w i th a smaller viewing angle (no IR cutoff' 
coating so images appear reddish), image stretching arose f rom lens distort ion 
correction has been reduced. Much clearer mosaic images are obtained. But 
due to the abrupt mot ion of the view-stabil izing p lat form and mis-registration 
of instable image features at low f lying alt i tude, there are st i l l b lurr ing regions 
appearing in the aerial mosaic images. 
The above mosaicking results in outdoor environment show that the image 
st i tching approaches we applied in our aerial mosaicking program can works 
well if we can maintain the camera in a downward-looking orientat ion and a 
high f ly ing al t i tude w i th l i t t le variations. A l though satisfactory wide regional 
aerial mosaic can not be obtained in the experiments, the capabil i ty of the 
vision system for t ransmi t t ing digi ta l images to ground laptop PC for real-time 
aerial mosaic bui ld ing has been verified and achieved. A n d certainly, there are 
st i l l parts in the st i tching approaches we can have further improvements, for 
example, solve the loop closure problem and handle object movement in scene. 
• End of chapter. 
Chapter 6 
Conclusion and Further Work 
The main goals of the thesis are to develop a l ight weight modular ized embed-
ded vision system for small UAVs that capable of l )p rov id ing clear images at 
interactive frame rate under severe v ibra t ion on aerial p lat forms and 2)oper-
at ing vision algori thms on perceived images for object tracking, geo-locating 
and reconnaissance in outdoor environment w i t h high processing speed and 
low power consumption; and to veri fy the system performance through bo th 
indoor and outdoor applications. A l though not all desired applications are 
fu l ly implemented on the embedded system, major tasks like on-board object 
t racking and real-t ime aerial mosaicking have been successfully achieved and 
reached the goals tha t we have stated. 
In the preceding chapters, we show that CMOS image sensor featuring 
global shutter can sustain severe v ibra t ion induced by gasoline engine or elec-
t r ica l motor on aerial p la t form to provide clear and shear-free images, and w i t h 
in i t ia l tests on sensor configurat ion and image data retrieval through USB pe-
ripheral, we are able to interface such image sensor to a low power and l ight 
weight embedded system offering high performance heterogeneous mult i-core 
processor for vision processing. A camera view-stabi l iz ing p la t form has also 
been developed w i t h use of off-the-shelf autopi lot and RC servos. A l though 
abrupt camera mot ion occurred in flight experiments due to ineffective sen-
sor v ibra t ion isolation, the biaxial pan- t i l t p la t form st i l l helps to mainta in the 
camera in a downward- looking or ientat ion and reduces perspective distort ions 
arise in st i tching process for aerial mosaicking. 
Indoor experiments using the biaxial vision system for on-board color blob 
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and infra-red point tracking and target auto-centering show that general vision 
algorithms can be applied to the system and operate at interactive frame rate 
(color blob tracking @15fps and infra-red point tracking @8Hz) wi thout co-
processing of DSP and GPU cores in the system. However, computat ional 
intensive feature-based algorithms should be modif ied and offloaded to DSP 
or G P U for co-processing in order to at ta in real-time performance. Target 
geo-locating has not been implemented on-board yet, but the approach has 
been verified w i th outdoor tracking data collected using the vision system 
and achieved a m in imum posit ion error of 6 meters computed in a M A T L A B 
program. 
Outdoor experiments using the vision system for t ransmi t t ing digi tal aerial 
images from flying aerial p lat form to ground laptop PC for real-time mosaick-
ing have been established. Comparing to analog camera that commonly used 
for real-time surveillance, our vision system can provide much clearer and 
noise free digi ta l images. A l though regional-wide aerial mosaic for surveillance 
application can not be obtained successfully due to uncontrol led fl ight path 
and flying al t i tude of aerial platforms, the performance of real-time mosaick-
ing and the image st i tching approaches are verified to work well and we st i l l 
obtain some nice aerial mosaic w i t h wide field of view. 
Further Work 
There are st i l l works to do both on hardware, software and vision algorithms 
implemented for further improving the embedded vision system to be used on 
UAVs for performing real-time target tracking, geo-locating and surveillance 
through aerial mosaic. 
V ib ra t ion isolation method on autopi lot for view-stabil ization has to be 
redesigned. Instead of using rubber band on the support ing platform, soft 
rubber or sponge material might provide better isolation to the engine or motor 
v ibrat ion that lead to abrupt mot ion of the pan-t i l t platform. Currently, simple 
image encoding w i t h use of DSP on the embedded system can be achieved. 
Later on, we would have to migrate and rewr i t ten the program code of the 
vision algorithms to be run on the system w i th co-processing of DSP and/or 
GPU. Especially, i t would be beneficial to be able to implement (SIFT or 
SURF) feature extract ion on DSP or GPU for more robust object tracking in 
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real-time. Moreover, i t is hard to ensure that the downward-looking camera 
assumption and high flying alt i tude requirement are always met dur ing aerial 
mosaicking. Therefore, further work should consider using ful l 3D mot ion 
model for al igning the aerial images during the image st i tching process. The 
inert ial data on sensors can also be used for aiding the estimation process of 
image alignment. 
• End of chapter. 
Appendix A 
System Schematics 
Following pages show the system schematics for pr inted circui t board fabri-
cat ion on the camera module, image acquisit ion board, camera interfacing 
boards, expansion and micro-control ler modules for the embedded vision sys-
tem. 
I l l 
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Figure A.6: Schematic of the SPI- to-UART serial expansion board 
Appendix B 
Image Sensor Sensitivity 
Following page show the figures on the quantum efficiency (a measurement 
of sensor sensit ivi ty to l ight) [14] of the image sensors we use for our vision 
system. The l ight sensit ivi ty of MT9V032 image sensor in the near infra-red 
band explains why special color images are obtained when I R pass f i l ter or no 
I R fi l ter is used w i t h the vision system. 
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Figure B . l : Quantum efficiency of MT9T001 image sensor, f rom [9； 
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